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a

draft and

all-around

Hopeful.
animal is far superior to the horse, acThat the outlook for the Maine potato
csrding to their weight. They will do
of Maine
more on lees feed and lire longer. My crop and the potato growers
to kind during the coming season is most hopeexperience is they will respoud
mantreatment; are not any more liable to ful is the opinion of C. E. Embree,
I think there is ager of the Maine Farmers' Union. It is
kick than the horses.
in the winter
more money in raising mules than colts. reported that the crop
winter states
There is always a ready sale for them at states is short, and it is the
in competition.
high prices. Those three and four-year-1 with which Mainebeis substantiated
Should this report
by
olds sell from $000 to $000 a pair.
would
think if some farmers would get a good results later on, Maine potatoes
a considerblack jack with while points it would be stand a good chance to sell at
a

paying proposition.

man who has a
to use a
the name aa a

Every

good brood

Potato Outlook

ably higher figure than

last year.

The

potato acreage in Maine this year will be

mare

jack. 1 advise feeding 12 per cent less than a year ago, Mr.
ought
colt. They grow Embree states.
the young
faster until two years old, then slower
They can be
Bogus Butter.
and longer than a colt.
and
broken and used to do the work on a
Uncle Sam certainly is after the oleoThe
old.
two
when
farm
years
good sized
margarine makers who try to sell their
South Paris, Maine.
small jack bred to big mares produces
product as genuine butter. ▲ recent reand
more
are
mules.
lively
They
the best
port from Washington shows that 42
horse.
the
like
law have been convicted
a violators of the
The report that a mare will not raise
Total
since the first of January, 1015.
colt after raising a mule without show- fines
amounting to $148,000 have been
mule 1· not true.
ing traces of
Twenty-nine persons have
imposed.
I have seen some fine horses raised aftei been sentenced to terms in
prison, rangmules. There are more mules raised in
ing from 30 days to 3 1-2 yean. It is esthe west every year. They are the com
than
two
Landred
more
ii timated that
Ing team.—L. 8. Mill· of Vermont
million pound· of bntterine has been
Homestead.
New England
fraudulently sold a· batter, anl this
bring· the farmer directly In competition
Watch Your Horse.
with a counterfeit product.
h<
If be stops sweating suddenly, or if
eari
If
his
breathes short and quick, or
In Central Maine notes in the New
Second hand Pianos and Organs droop, or If he stands with bia legi ,!
Homestead, John E. Taylor
England
heai
of
is
in
danger
to the report of anperTwo square braced sideways, he
for sale at a
"According
say·:
once.
at
attention
and needs
A stroke, horse is overcome by heat, ge intendent· of the variona oorn factories
low
at
I
will
sell
price.
pianos
If the
there will be the biggeat aoreage of
harness an< I
in the hiatory of the
lot of second hand organs that I will him into the shade, remove
bin , aweet corn this year
bis
out
mouth,
sponge
wash
bridle,
they have
Come in and all over, shower bis legs, and give hin factories. Farmer· report
sell at any old price.
seen the time that corn was lookof ammo never
two ounces of aromatic spirits
*e them.
at
are
There
as well as
present.
ο I ing
nia, or two onncee of sweet spirits
farmer· who have large aoreage·,
many
,
or
of warm water;
giv<
in many ca*e· for the
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs, nitre, in a pint
Cool hi , having planted
bim a pint of coffee, warm.
benefit of the silo·, and these field· now
if
nec
or
cold
water,
Instruction Books, Player
head at once using
promiM big profit· from tba faotory.
in a cloth
essary, chopped ice wrapped
nos
There are several farmer· having 30 acre·
in stock at
!
Work
Boston
the
of
This is the advice
of aweet corn."
that are
Horse Relief Association.

SAMUEL RICHARDS
Optician
Optometrist

Pianos
and

Organs
bargain.

always
right.
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W.J.Wheeler,

plan
People need not be afraid
will always be ι
apple trees. There
occasion
market, and while prices may
the avei
ally fall below the profit mark,
the right aide of th 9
age will stay on

Billings Block, South Paris., Jledger

to

1

A New Tork state Baldwin apple
grower has bad fifteen foil crop· from
hi· tree· In eeventeen years, because eacb
year the apple· were thinned to all
inch·· apart, tba· turning the notorious
off-year Baldwin into m aanual bearer.

cackled Herman to Verman
"See 'at ole boy run Γ
as they came.
"Who-ee!** Verman shouted In ec-

"Hlyll"

Late Cultivation.
There seem· to be a pretty general
tendency to stop working among the cultivated crops a good while before it beThere are
comes necessary to do so.

affrtcuitoral topic, several reasons for the desire to 'lay
pncaoju
a. i'·'"NKS.
*n communlc*Uone In
aa early as possible.
»m. ^fMa
tended
,JeP*rt°>ent to Ηικιτ U by" these crops
Ηαμμιιμγ>
itUtor Olford Dem When the plants have reached a considDentist,
erable size it is mach more difficult to
MAINE.
v>;;W.\T,
cultivate them than it was while they
1 »o 13—1 to 4.
have
Water la the Dairy Cow's Ration. were small, the weather oonditioas
become such as to make the doing of the
water in
is
I
wonder
how
important
Κ A PARK.
work rather uncomfortable, and various
bi!!-of-fare of the average dairy cow? other farm
matters are constantly calling
I feel from my own meagre experience for
Attorneys at Law,
These reasons
immediate attention.
and observation that few of as, if any, are worth
MAINS.
.mi,
considering. But whether any
appreciate the importance of this ele- or all of them will justify one in followBUery C.Park
■f Kerrlck.
ment, water. For a long time we have ing his natural inclination to cease cultiheard different feeding standards adCARL S. BRIGOS,
vating his crops as soon as possible must
vanced and discussed; we have been told be determined
by his circumstances and
Dentist,
the importance of combining feeds to the conditions under which he is
obliged
litbut
a
"balanced
make
them
ration;"
MAINE.
to work. Therefore no one who is not
Til PARIS,
tle hat* been said of the importance in well informed
upon these points should
If ira : 9 A. v. to δ P. m. Even- the
cow's menu of the water she drinks undertake to
otment. Special attention
give definite advice in any
Some may have touched upon it, bat it
specific case.
hiMren.
is nor generally brought to the attention
But there is another reason that is
Telephone 143-4
of dairymen that it it is important to sometimes
given for an early leaving of
balance up a good meal of grain, hay, the
crops to themselves which it is
J. WALDO
and silage with an abundant, ever-ready
proper to question. This is the fear that
supply of drinkable water.
they will be injured by late cultivation.
water.
cent,
about
SS
Milk contains
per
It is true tbat many crops have been
In every one hundred pounds of milk we
iojured by working among them late in
in
about
there
cow
the
fake
from
average
rear
Masonic
e Street,
Block,
the season. But an far as my experience
T·;
SS pounds of it just plain water that old and observation, and information obNORWAY.
one Connection.
reie
bossy went down to the brook aud got. tained in other ways goes, the injury was
Every breath she exhales carries out its not due merely to cultivation but was
per cent of water and water is just as caused by the faulty way in which the
vitally important to her welfare as is work was done. Deep cultivation of poNorway, Maine,
feed. I believe it has been found that tatoes when the tops were large and the
human beings and animals can go longer tubers were
rapidly forming, and the use
without food than without water. I of a
heavy cultivator between the rows
lives
in
sickness
that
know
everyone
of corn that bad reached a height of
Sheet Metal Work,
without much nourishment, but it is im three or four feet, have caused considera
on
do
so
to
SPECIALTY.
A
negligiblequantity able damage. But late cultivation does
CEILINGS
possible
of water. We realize this when we stop not
require anything of this kind. In
to think but many of us fail to put this fact, deep cultivation should be avoided
knowledge to practice iu our dairy cattle after the crops bavo become well started.
M YS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
\
feeding.
Prom that time on the depth to which
Most of the feeds fed to milk cows in the ground should be stirred should be
Rumford. Maine.
the wiuter months are dry in their nature.
But by using a
gradually lessened.
UENERAL PRACTICE.
Still we know that when chewed they short singletree to avoid injury to tbe
bewet
their
tibers
Ralph T. Parker must be softened and
7t I). Bisbee
stalks, and a light aod narrow cultivator
>pauldlnj; Bisbee
fore thoy are ready for the alimentary with teeth but little if any over an inch
Û Ty
Nutrients from the feedstuff» wide, tbe potatoes and corn can be profittracr.
must be in solution before they are availably worked much beyond the time at
Ε. W.
and capable of being taken into the which
they are ueually left to themlymphatic system. How can this soft- selves. And this late cultivation will de
ening and dissolving be accomplished un- stroy many weeds as well as promote the
less pleuty of fresh water is present foi
growth of the crops.
It is recognized that
the cow to drink?
What is true of tbe late cultivation of
take
can
I *!;! furnish DOOIS an-1 WINDOWS of any cattle with tbeir large paunches
field crops is quite as true in its applicaI
do
will
at
reasonable
that
•izt; or Style
prlcee.
a large till of feed and water
tion to tbe products of the farm garden.
them for some considerable time but in I Tbe reasons assigned for neglecting such
I
the
dairy
of
day,
barn
the dairy
present
cultivation are tbe same for both places
cattle are not fed in natural ways. The I but tbe results of neglect are usually
she feels like I worse in tbe
of any klml of Klnlsh for InaMe oi cow that is just doiug what
li
garden than they are in the
Pino Lum
t .Intel :·
ν -k. een'l In your orders.
and is not pushing along with a good I field. This because many of the garden
I
!>er an-i
at
and
i«lee on han<l C'beap for Cash.
for themselves
record, will drink in the morning
I plants are less able to care
□ighr, or possibly once a day, and yield than are the ordinary field crops, and
and Job Work. her little quota of milk. She will chew I also
because if they are not disturbed
tier cud in apparent content and thrive, I after midsummer many garden weeds
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
a
is
that
cow
the
making
but
dairy
will ripen their seeds and produce a mulord needs water and plenty of it in
of the pests the following year.
Κ. W.
I titude
tractive shape as often as she wishes.
And tbat means a great deal of trouble
Maine.
λ
nmner,
Most dairymen are in the business for I for whoever plants the ground.
what they can get out of it. Their yields I
In late cultivation of tbe garden, as in
jf milk determine their profits to a large I that of tbe field, care must be taken not
I
If a cow does her part she must to injure the «talks of tbe plants and tbe
extent.
troubled with heartburn. Rases and
wel working of tbe soil must not be so deep
produce large quantities of milk and
tressed feelinsj after eating take a
:annot expect it of her unless we give her I or so close to the rows a» to break many
chance. If we are to get big yields she I of the roots. If these cautions are oboust eat large quantities of feed. There I served late work among tbe crops will be
I well
s a limit beyond which the average cow
repaid.—J. E. R. in Maine Farmer.
re udJ after each meal and-you will
tvill nor go iu consuming grain, silage, or
she
can quench her I
unless
-m prompt relief, ώυΐϋ uuly by us, -όο
roughage
Feeding Fat Into Milk.
One of the !
:hiret aud cool her mouth.
Chas. H. Howard Co.
of various character bave been
Rations
secrets of forcing any live stock is the I
made for increasing the percentage of fat
jetting them to drink heavily of good I m
milk. Here and there will be found
water at regular intervals, aud the
men who believe that certain combinaworking at high pressure is no exception I tions of
Exgrain will turn the trick.
We tind dairy cows in I
to this rule.
to increase
warmer weather doing well.
They pour I periment stations Lave tried in
a cow's
the normal percentage of fat
*elerand Graduate
iown the milk. There are many reasons
milk by feeding but bo far they have not
for a heavier tlow at this time but one I
I been successful. The Dairy Division is
important reason is that she is eating
working upon this subject and the rethat
and
water
with
is
that
sappy
ifrass
sults obtained so far would indicate that
I
cool
furnish
and
brooks
springs
usually
Cool and cold I feed does have a slight effect upon the
water in abundance.
fat quality of the milk but those in
weather knock down the yields both
of this work do not care to make
;ause some feed is needed for heat main- I charge
statement regarding the present rétenance and also because bossy drinks any
sulte. The work has not been carried
less water. I believe that the successful I
far enough to eliminate all the other facwill study how to get
dairyman
MAINE.
tors which cause the milk to vary in fat.
water regularly down his producers. The I
Mr. David Muuroe, a promiuent Hoi·
warmer temperature of the stable will
stein breeder from the state of Washinghelp from this standpoint a· well as for
was in our office not long ago aud
jther reasons. The presence of the right ton,
"Do you
we put this question to him:
Peins
amount of salt will help for many
think that the percentage of fat io a
*ons and one is that it makes the cow
cow's milk can be increased by feed?"
Iriuk. I believe that we may feed
He replied, "I know of no sensible sysmuch salt aud it will work against heavy
tem of feeding that will cause an increase
attribute ailments
η
aud large production, but salt is a
eating
This
in the percentage of fat in milk.
t
some disease pecu:
most necessary part of the ration be-1
ml when often the
If I factor is very largely controlled by breed:ause it makes the cow drink freely.
i:i;jiery is caused by wealc
in
cows
1 have several
my bard
Housework,
think of it from the standpoint of I ing.
we
J
kidneys.
that do not test as much as I wish, and
'· -i:k
our
or
factory work may
.•ausing heavy drinking,
if I knew of any method of feeding that
t
t
trouble, and dizzy spells.
will OM· to other ways of forcing her
under eyes, sore muscles,
would increase the fat in their milk it
urine,
tppetite.
ts, discolored or scanty
would be very valuable to me. My plan
*
In my own herd I watch the feeding
disturbing: bladder ailments,
*·
to the is to breed fat into milk; that is, by setism or diabetes may result.
attention
much
I
;
pay
:arefully
and
a sire whose ancestors oo both
v.
η the kidneys are strong
feed my cows eat, for I know it will have lecting
blood
1"
they lilier out from the
sides produce a high testing milk."
as anything to do with the milk
When
much
is
matter.
waste
sonous
I So far as we know now, the only way
ri· slusrcish or overworked they
yield of the cows. 1 tind how necessary
them out
a medicine to clean
Take cows to permanently increase the fat content
water is every time I feed.
Kidney
of milk is through breeding, mating high
Invigorate action. Foley for
that are coming gradually to high prothe
i
re prepared expressly
animals. We, of course, reaogduction. They do not take so much ex- testing
<*
of dissolving all poisonous
or
eat more nize that heavy feeding, or no feed,
s and uric acid that lougo
tra water at tirst but as they
to
and
or sweating, and perhaps some
muscles
i'
ν
Joints and
and more they want more and more fattening,
increaee the percentand strengthen stopped-up,
They do not eat drugs temporarily,
water to wa*b it down.
··
kidneys. Thousands of men
of fat in milk. But practices of this
well unless they drink well. If I fail to age
min in all parts of the county
kind cannot be recommended and neither
to the wonderfully satisfacsupply water, their mangers are left can
lts they have had |rvai i»kthey be held in the strict sense of the
with teed in them. If they can eat and
word as methods of feeding fat into
drink, chew their cuds, get up, driuk and
milk. If a certain combination of feed
South Parle. eat
A
UKTI.EFK Jt CO.,
again, the feed is all gone and a would increaee the
percentage of fat in
the
bumping big pail of milk awaits
milk and keep it there throughout a
milker. One of my beet cows, "Dairycow's period of lactation and another
maid,'' is now coming to bigger producration would decrease the fat, it
She has not been doing what she good
tion.
could then be held that fat could be fed
\M FACTURER OF AND DEALER IN
ought to yet because thiags didn't seem
would be a
I have got her started at into milk. Tilly Alcartra
to suit her.
Hod Cedar and Spruce Clap- last so that she keeps me carrying water still more wonderful cow with her reclbs. of milk in a year, if her
and the feed goes with the ord of 30,451
bo;. rds. New Brunswick Cedar to her oftenwater
and she is gradually owners could make her milk test 5 per
drinking
S :i£les. North Carolina Pine, crawling up to It) lbs., 1C 1-2 lbs., 17 cent fat by feeding.
If milk testingS per cent fat is desired
lbs., and now 18 1-2 lbs. of tf per cent,
and
Sheathing, milk
must come from animals which through
Flooring
and she will do still better and hold it
produced 5 per cent milk.
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board, it if I cau give her attractive feed with inheritance
In short, there is no system Of feeding
side dish of clean, attractive water.
her
known at the present time that will make
A~.ple Barrel Heads, and
—J. C. Courter in Hoard's Dairyman.
a 3 per cent cow test 5 per cent.—Hoard'·
ΓΜΒΕΒ OF ALL KINDS
Advocates Raising .nuies.
Dairyman.
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stasy.

"Nev* did see boy run so fasT HerInto
man continued, tossing the scythe
in
the wheelbarrow. "I bet he home
bed by diss timer*
Verman roared with delight, appear
ing to be wholly unconscious that the
lids of his right eye were swollen shut
and that his attire, not too finical benow entitled him to
fore the

struggle,

TARKINGTON

Copyright. 1914. by Double day·
Page & Company

CHAPTER XVI.
Colored Troop· In Action.

HOW

neat and pure is the task
of the chronicler who hae the
tale to tell of a "good rousing
flght" between boys or men
who flght in the "good old English
way," according to a model set for
fights in books long before Tom Brown

went to Itugby.
There are seconds and rounds and
rules of fair play, and always there is
great good feeling in the end—though
sometimes, to vary the model, "the
butcher" defeats the hero—and the
chronicler who stencils this fine old
pattern on his page is certain of applause as the stirrer of "red blood."

There is no surer recipe.
But when Herman and Verman set
t(/t the record must be no more than
a few fragments left by the expurgator.
It has been perhaps sufficiently
suggested that the altercation in Mr.
Schofield's stable opened with mayhem
in resi>ect to the aggressor's nose. Expressing vocally his indignation and

the extremity of his pained surprise,
Mr. Collins stepped backward, holding
his left hand over his nose and striking at Herman with his right. Then
Verman hit him with the rake.
Verman struck from behind. He struck
as hard as he could.
And he struck
with the tines down. For, tn his simple, direct African way he wished to
kill his enemy, and he wished to kill
him as soon as possible. That was his

single, earnest purpose.
On this account. Itupe Collins was
peculiarly unfortunate. He was plucky
and he enjoyed conflict, but neither his
ambitions nor his anticipations had

Included murder.
He had not
learned that an habitually aggressive
person runs the danger of colliding
with beings in one of those lower
stages of evolution wherein theories
ever

about "hitting below the belt" have
not yet made their appearance.
The rake glanced from the back of
Itupe's head to his shoulder, but it felled him. Doth darkies Jumped full upon
him instantly, and the three rolled and
twisted upon the stable floor, unloosing
upon the air sincere maledictions closely connected with complaints of cruel
and uuusual treatment, while certain
expressions of feeling presently emanating from Herman and Verman indi-

that Itupe Collins, in this extremity. was proving himself not too
slavishly addl'tcd to fighting by ru^.
Dan and Duke, mistaking ull for mirth,
barked gayly.
From the panting, pounding, yelling
heap issued words and phrases hitherto quite unknown to Penrod and Sam;
also a hoarse repetition in the voice
of Ilupe concerning his ear left it not
to be doubted that additional mayhem
was taking place.
Appalled, the two
spectators retreated to the doorway
nearest the yard, where they stood
dumbly watching the cataclysm.
The struggle increased in primitive
simplicity. Time and again the howling liui»e got to his knees, only to go
down again as the earnest brothers in

cated

their own way assisted him to a more
reclining position. Primal forces operated here, and the two blanched,

rank as a sansculotte.
Herman was a similar ruin and gave
as little heed to his condition.
Penrod looked daaedly from Herman
So did
to Verman and back again.
Sam Williams.
"Herman," said Penrod in a weak
wouldn't honest of cut his

unquestioned

voice, "you
gizzard out, would you?"
He
I dont know.
Me?
"Who?
Herman shook
r
ole
mean
boy
mighty
his bead gravely and then, observing
with
that Verman was again convulsed
unctuous merriment. Joined laughter

u*
with his brother. "Shot I guese I
dess talfeln' wbens 1 said 'at Reckon
he
he thought I meant It fm de way
Reckon he
HIyi!
tuck an' run.
thought ole Herman had man. No, suh;
would
I uz dess talkln," "cause I nev'
cut nobody. I aln* tryin' git In no Jail

—no, suh!"

Penrod looked at the scythe; he look-

ed at Herman; he looked at the lawn
Vennan.
mower, and he looked at
at the
Then he looked out In the yard
rake. So did Sam Williams.
"Come on, Verman,** said Herman.
"We aln' got 'at stove wood f supper

yit"
Giggling remlnlscently, the
disappeared, leaving silence

brothers

behind
ftauod

them In the carriage house,
shadand Sam retired slowly into the
now and
owy Interior, each glancing,
the
then, with a preoccupied air, at
where the late
open, empty doorway
rudafternoon sunshine was growing
one or the other
Intervals
At
dy.
the floor reflectively with the

scraped

Finally, still withside of his shoe.
out either having made any effort at
conversation, they went out Into the
and stood, continuing their si-

yard

lence.

"Well," said Sam at last, "I guess

it's time I better be

gettin'

home.

So

long, Penrod."
"So long. Sam," said Penrod feebly.
With solemn gaze he watched his
friend out of sight Then he went
inslowly into the house and after an
terval occupied ill a unique manner apof
peared In the library holding a pair
brilliantly gleaming shoes in his hand.
Mr. Schofleld, reading the evening
over it at
paper, glanced frownlngly

"Well," roamed the barber, "that
ain't sayln' what you'd do If a young
lady ever walked up and called you a
little gentleman. I want to hear what
you'd do to her. I guess I know,
though, come to think of It"
"What?" demanded Pen rod.
"You'd sick that pore ole dog of
youra on her cat If she had one, I expect," guessed

the barber

be beard the voice· of comrade·, Including that of 8am Williams.

yard could
On the

1

derlalvely.

enough.

Don't worry abeut

"Well, suppose It was a boy, then.
Wbat'd you do If a boy come up to
you and says, 'Hello, little gentle-

man?"·
"He'd be lucky," said Penrod, with
a sinister frowu 'If *ie got home alive."
"Suppose It was a boy twice your
sice?"
"Just let him try," said Penrod ominously. "You just let him try. He'd
never see daylight again; that's alll"
The barber dug ten active fingers
Into the helpless scalp before him and
did his beet to displace It, while the
angulsbed Penrod, becoming instantly
a seething crucible of emotion, misdi-

:

rected his natural resentment Into maddened brooding upon what be would
do to a boy "twice his size" who should

deafening

purpose whatever save
the questionable one of decoration. It
stick,
was easily pried up with a
though getting it to the caldron tested
the full etrength of the ardent laborer.
Instructed to perform such a task, he
would have sincerely maintained its
impossibility, but now, as it was unbid-

and serving

by

phrase

names

Penrod was about to run amuck.
"I haven't called you a little gentle"I only said
man, yet" said
It Anybody's got a right to say It"
You Just try It
"Not around me!

Geoiyie.

again and"—

"I shall say if returned Georgle.
"all I please. Anybody in this town
H—
has a right to say 'little gentleman'

Bellowing Insanely, Penrod plunged

his right hand into the caldron, rushed
upon Georgle and made awful work
of his liulr and features.
Alas, it was but the beginning! Sam

Williams and Maurice Levy screamed
with delight nnd, simultaneously lnifected, danced about the struggling

pair, shouting frantically:

endurance. Insult from her was bitterer to endure than from any other.
"Don't you call me that again!"
"Why not, little gentleman V
He stamped his foot "Ton better

stop!"

Marjorle sent Into his furious face
her lovely, spiteful laughter.
"Little gentleman, little gentleman,

The midsummer bud was stinging bot
the little barber shop next to

outside

unthe corner drug store, and Penrod,

Uttle gentleman!" she said deliberately.
"How's the little gentleman this afternoon? Hello, little gentleman!"
Penrod, quite beside himself, danced
eccentrically. "Dry na!" he howled.

dergoing a toilet preliminary to bis
twelfth birthvery slowly approaching
retain
day, was adhesive enough to

as It fell from
upon his face much hair
the shears.
There Is a mystery here. The tonare not unagreeable to
sorlal

processes
manhood—In truth, they are soothing—
but the hairs detached from a boy's
bead get Into his eyes, his ears, his
nose, his mouth and down his neck,
and he does everywhere itch excrutlat·
Wherefore he blinks, winks,
lngly.
counteweeps, twitches, condenses his
the
nance and squirms, and perchance
barber's scissors clip more than Intendan outlying flange of ear.
"Um—muh—ow!" said Penrod, this
thing having happened.
"D' I touch f up a little?" inquired

ed—belike

better not call m# that," returned Ren rod Truculently.
warning words once more: "Jtut let
'em try It—Just once! That's all I ask
'em toi
They'll find out what they

"They

get Γ
The barber chuckled. Then a fly lit
on the barber's nose, and he slapped
at it, and the slap missed the fly, but
The barber
did not miss the noee.
At this moment his
was Irritated.
birdlike eye gleamed a gleam as It fell
upon customers approaching—the prettiest little girl in the world, leading
by the hand her baby brother, MitchyMltch, coming to have Mitchy-Mitch's
hair clipped against the beat
It was a hot day and Idle, with little
to feed the mind, and the barber was
a mischievous man with an Irritated
He did his worst
noee.

assuage the Just wrath of Georgle.
The four boys gave a âne imitation
of the Laocoon group complicated by
an extra figure—frantic splutterings
and choklngj, strange cries and stranger words Issued from this tangle;
hands dipped lavishly Into the inex-

haustible reservoir of tar, with more
and more picturesque results. The caldron had been elevated upou bricks
and was not perfectly balanced, and
under a heavy impact of the struggling

you In the end."
And the heir at law la wondertn*
whether this is really so.—London TtoBlta.
His Fine Contract.

•

Giorgio Polacco's brilliancy aa revealed la music dues not extend to the do-

main of business if one may Judge bjr
a story told by Algernon 8t John·
Brenon. Mr. Polacco was approached on
one occasion by a Milanese agent offering him an engagement at Lisbon. Mr.

Polacco named a certain price aa reThe engagement, bowmuneration.
ever, fell through, as Mr. Polacco had
to go elsewhere. The next season the
some agent asked Mr. Polacco his term·
again und for the name city. Mr. Po-

lacco named them. The agent, acting
with a certain celerity, asked Mr. Polacco to sign then and there. This was
done, and Mr. Polacco took his contract
home to bis wife. The latter read It.
Then she folded It up and looked
straight at her husband. "Giorgio," she
said, very tranquilly, "you have made
a great contract." "Ah," said Mr. Polacco delightedly, "I know 1 have."

"Yes, Giorgio," resumed his wife, "you
have asked and accepted less than last
year—and—also the season la a month
longer."

Circles.
Circles are things In which people
move and reason.
Those who move in circle· Imagine
that they make the world go round,
and tboee who reason In circles are positive of it. However, a wheel Is really
the
thing that can move In a cir-

only

cle and get anywhere.
The periphery of the face make· a
circle, every part of which is equally
distant from a point within, called th·
seen ter.
Society has circles, especially under
Those who move In social
Its eyes.

circles move because they are so uneasy they cannot keep still.
Marital jars and connubial pugilism
Influence the belief that the family circle might frequently be- termed a ring
with equal uppropriatenesa.
his
appearance upon
pereon, to make
The girl who has many graceful
All
the chaotic scene at this Juncture.
curves generally has a large circle ef
In the cool of a white "sailor suit" he
admirers.—Life.
turned aside from the path of duty—
which led straight·to the house of a
A ProM Po*m on Mackerel.
maiden aunt—and paused to hop with
can't overemphasize the beauty of
I
Joy upon the sidewalk. A related these fish. You must see them for
epithet continuously half panted, half
yourself to grusp the reason for my
squawked, somewhere in the nest of enthusiasm.
took
he
and
his
ear,
gladiators, caught
Examine them. Look at the shape of
It up excitedly, not knowing why.
"Little

gentleman!"

shouted

Roder-

them.

~Mltchy-Mltch!
with

confidence In his lmmueWnlng
nlty, compiled.
*
ueaked ma'Ittle gellamun! ne squcu
levolently.
mllamunl 'Ittle gellamunl

Chicago Tribune.

t*enwhitewashed rock. Ufted It
ootdolng Porthoe,
bus in one miraculous hurst of etrengi
-heaved It Into the air.

anoder wot kin lick him.
Fauna—One who cornea to any country to live from another country.
Asked to state the difference between

The big stone
descended Into the precise midst of tho

ster

Thô desperate

Miracle

Peurod bent over tbe

A Contented Peopk.
Famous for its fish, the llttl· Island
of Marken, on the Zuyder Zee, Is Inhabited by a sturdy folk who have ne
Indeed, so satisfied
desire to travel
are the people with their little island

2ΓΤ^5Γ£ϊϊ
cv,rMt:u*y

home that many of them die without
having seen any other part of the

ever

porld.

Llaafs Advtee.
Being asked one day what one ihotU
do In order to become an effldent piano
player, Liszt replied laconically, "One
moat eat well and walk much."

«W 0<

seldom have more penewuu·

^
»

Shaping the Head.
Ia New Caledonia heads of Infant·
are aqueesod into different shape·, the
fare· of boys being lengthened to look
like warriors and the girls' face· mad·
oval by pressing up the chin.

Π' C'he

reach and fell upon Penrod wiia u
liad the presence of mind tc

SSrrrfvSi
that of

a

bug Ashed out of an Inkwell

alive but discouraged.
Attracted by
Attracted
oy the riot. Samuel Wil
auoearance, vaulting «

Kdlatel,

followed

»'·*Gwret"B1Mett

'^d"uc'roduloual,

.t the «

Stiiloar, .p«Ucle b.tore tbeo^^

Jfïltf

shrieked
"Uttle gen-til-munl
e WW étroite thet Uodet
full upon Penrod'. tarry cap.

"Oooch!" bleated Pen«^

j
I

"What does this meanr
«·« ha(
That waa Georgiei atvle and
helœd to win him his title.
Marjorle leaned,
^ '1
-,
I called him a lul-Uttle-on-

«--ett
g* "®

I

JT

«jw,

PantlJJ"J£r

5bbed-" co^.U«a7oh-h^r^

replied,

Boston Transcript

»P^*^eet

Tben
Marion
tbelr breath,

kid haa toe

a young"Results la what you expect; consequence· is what you get"—

ÏÏÏÏÎ Î.

««1

one

"results" and "consequence·,"

ïfflïÏÏw*

SKI wo.* beve

—

Respect—The feeling

jtniI

nightmare, and eruption·

Juvenile Definition·.
Something that happened

that couldn't

Joh°trength

fence

1

ower."
"Not so fast, lad," replied the true"You'll have to be patient for
tee.
awhile. Susan may marry and bury a
dozen husbanda and'β till come doon to

group It lurched and went partly over,
pouring forth a Stygian tide which
formed a deep pool in the gutter.
It was the fate of Master Roderick
Bitts, that exclusive and immaculate

the brooding renand Penrod got his mighty
rod pursued hie homeward
"■ «*
«· f«. «"
but
distance,
no
great
way;
I
pectatlons.
one
for
several
long enough
Spontaneously there wewg™ d aDj
sided conflicts with malign Insultera
^
awful effects—volcanic
made of thin air. "You better not call
that!" he muttered. "You Just try
it, and you'll get what other people
got when they tried it You better
not ack fresh with me. Oh, you will,
He delivered a vicious
will you T"
kick full upon the shlna of an iron

blm.
"That siller belongs to me nom, X
reckon," be said to the trustee, a white
haired old collier, who had ideas of hla
"Susan's loet It by marryln' the
own.
wrong man. So you'd better hand It

l^'

CHAPTER XVII.

me

Qot Him Gueeelng.
A· oM miner, a bachelor, bad · prat
ty niece, who kept hla house, and at
hie death he bequeathed all hla earnings to bar on condition that aba married Tom J., a young miner In whoa
he had always taken a deep Interest
But the pretty niece had no wish to
marry Tom and put herself out of his
reach by wedding a hard working factory lad. The heir at law waa not at
all displeased 'with the niece tor marrying another, as he thought that now
the old miner's wealth would com· to

See their graceful Hum, built Ilk· a
ick, Jumping up and down In childish
for »i>eed.
"Dry up, dry up, dry up. dry up!"
torpedo
Little
gen"Little
gentleman!
Mltchy-Mltch shouted with delight glee.
Look at that fine, solid noee, that
tleman! Lit"—
and applied a finger to the side of the
beautiful Arm back, that powerful two
1
A frightful figure tore Itself free
caldron—a finger Immediately snatchblade profiler shaped talL
from the group, encircled this lunoceut
ed away and \%lped upon α handkerStudy the stripes and dota
hurland
arm
black
a
witll
bystander
chief by his fastidious sister.
Like the human finger print, each
fiat
and
Full
length
ed him headlong.
"'Ittle
gellamun!" said Mltchymackerel possesses an individualistic
on his face went Roderick into the
Mltch.
The frightful figure was design.
pool.
Stygian
"Toe better look out!"
No two were ever seen alike. The
Penrod.
Instantly the pack flung
variations are simply infinite. The fieab
themselves upon him again, and, caris fit for the gods!
rying them with him, he went over
What a thing of beauty a mackerel
thing male
instant
from
that
upon Roderick, who
i«u
or be held responsible.
York Globe.
le!—New
was as active a belligerent as any
again and 1*U give
there.
ln.
"You will notr enapped Marjorle,, in
A Warm Invitation.
fight the
j Thus began the great tar
itantly vitriolic.
The supreme court of Illinois tn Aul·
of which proved afterward so
, origin
of Illinois, 84 I1L,
difficult for parents to»tra« e owing to ger versus the people
was not a
the opposing accounts of the com- 486, held that the following
!
but see mod
batants.
Marjorie said Penrod begun challenge to fight a duel,
Mltew-Mltch
invite one:
it; Penrod said Mltchy-Mltch be^an rather to
"Sir—It appears that a nife la yovs
8am Willinms said Georgie Bassett
it;
Pcoroi·. too. production
fusee and if so boa
began It; Georgie and Maurice I/evy feverlte of settling
his
that It will
vas becoming affoctol
said Penrod began it; Roderick Bitts, the case you can couplder
"You say that again
me you are a Cowerd and darsont
•ute
condition.
assailfirst
his
not
bad
who
recognized
to except of my offer. I want the same
ant said Sam Williams began it.
ml nife you can
crled
MarjoMltchy-Mltch,"
on,
thought of accusing the bar· chanse of sharpenln'
Nobody
I
,Q
"He can't do a thing. He don t ι ber. But the barber did not begin it set the day and I will bo on hana
•
·
· come uplike a man chuse your
dare! Say It some more, Mltchy-M tc ι It was the fly on tho barber's nose that
man an I will chuse mine this thing
must be settled lam not a cowerd."—
with his email, fat face

"Ltttle Gentlemen."

Meanwhile

"tittle gentleman! Little gentleman!
Sick him, little
Bick him, Oeorglo!
gentleman! Little gentleman! Little
gentleman !*'
The infuriated outlaw turned upon

them with blows and more tar, which
gave Georgie Bassett his opportunity
and later seriously Impaired the purity
of his fame. Feeling himself hopelessly tarred, he dipped both hands repeatedly Into the caldron und applied hts
gatherings to Penrod. It was bringing
coals to Newcastle, but it helped to

Rained

«f

gentleman. There's lots of
nobody ought to call, but this

little

one's a nice"—
"You better look out!"
Unavenged bruises were distributed
all over Penrod, both upon his body
and upon his spirit Driven by subtle
forces he had dipped his hands In
catastrophe and disaster. It was not
for a Géorgie Basset t to beard him.

tunity!
"Oh, oh Γ she cried, mocking hie
outcry. "What a way for a
ttle gentleman to talk! Little gentlemen don't say wicked"—
"Marjorier* Penrod. enraged and dismayed, felt himself stung beyond all

fine, don't they if"
"Well, 1*11 be a d-dud-dummed!" said
the startled Mr. Schofleld.
Penrod was zigzagging back to nor-

I

son a

den and

Since the passing
fensive to him and was now rapidly sweet merriment
assuming the proportions of an out- of Penrod's Rupe Collins period he had
He knew only that his gorge experienced some severe qualms at the
rage.
recolle<rtion of his last meeting with
rose at the thought of it.
"You Just let 'em try it!" he said Marjorle and his Apache behavior—In
threateningly as he slid down from truth, his heart instantly became as
the chair. And as he went out of the wax at sight of her and he would have
In
door, after further conversation on the offered her fair speech. But, alas.
shone
same subject, he called back tboee Marjorle's wonderful eyes there
a consciousness of new powers for hie
undoing, and she denied him oppor-

poet which suffered little,
though Penrod instantly regretted his
you?"
was already in a badly dismantled
indiscretion. MOof!" be grunted, hop"Well, I'd- Ouch!"
condition, and yet Herman and Ver"You wouldn't hit a little girl, would ping, and went on after bestowing a
man seemed discontented with their
you?" the barber persisted, gathering look of awful hostility upon the fence
work. Verman was swinging the grass Into his
powerful fingers a mop of bail poet "I guess you'll know better next
this ancutter about for a ne.v charge, appar- from the
top of Penrod's head and time," be said in parting to
ently still wishing to mow him, and pulling that suffering bead Into an un- tagonist "You Just let me catch you
His
Herman had made a quite plausible natural
position. "Doesn't the Bible around here again and I'll"—
but ominous
statement about what be intended to
inarticulate
to
sank
voice
weak
the
to
hit
never
It
ain't
right
eay
do with the scythe.
murmuring». He was in a dangerous
sex?"
Rupe paused but fo( an extremely
mood.
"Owl 8ay, look out!"
condensed survey of the horrible adNearlng home, however, his belliger"Bo you'd go and punch a pore, weak,
to happier invance of the brothers and then, utter
little girl, would your said the barbel ent spirit was diverted
fng a blood curdlod scream of fear, reprovingly.
terests by the discovery that some
a caldron of tar in
ran out of the stable and up the alley
"Well, who said I'd hit her?" d» workmen had left
at a speed he had pever before atclose by his father's
manded the chivalrous Penrod. "I bel the cross street
tested it but found it intained, so that even Dan had hard
She'c stable. He
I'd fix her, though, all tight
work to keep within barking distance
also as a substitute for profesedible;
seer
And a cross shoulder glance at tbe cor
sional chewing gum It was unsatisfac"You wouldn't call her names, wouk
down
ner revealing Verman and Herman lr
tory, being insufficiently boiled
pursuit, the latter waving bis scythc you?"
and too thin, though of a pleasant
!
t<
It
is
I
hurt
What
wouldn't
"No, I
overhead, Mr. Collins slackened not hit
lukewarm temperature. Dut it bad an
call anybody namee?"
gait, but rather, out of great anguish
excees of one quality—it was sticky.
"Is that so!" exclaimed the barber
increased it, the while a rapidly dersl
was the stickiest tar Penrod bad
what I bean I It
oping purpose became firm in his mini 11 "Then you was intending
ever used for any purposes whatsoever,
and ever after so remained not onlj
you hollering at Fisher's grocery de
and nothing upon which he wiped his
livery wagon driver fer a favor tb< , hands served to rid them of It neither
to refrain from visiting that nelghbdr
I
was
gotn' by joui his
hood again, but never by any chana 1 ; other day when
polka dotted shirtwaist nor his
house, was you? I reckon I better tel I knickerbockers; neither the fence nor
to come within a mile of it
,
From the alley door Pen rod and San ι ; him, because be says to me afterwerdi
even Duke, who came unthinkingly
watched the flight and were withoui : ; tf he ever lays eye· on you when yoi t wagging out to greet him and retired
&
to
he's
goln'
words. When the pursuit rounded th< 1 ain't In your own yard
wiser.
,
a whole lot C things you ain't goln
corner the two looked wanly at eacl ι
Nevertheless tar is tar. Much can
,
he
what
that's
re
sajc
the
until
to
like!
Yeesir,
neither
spoke
other, but
I
be done with It no matter what Its
to me!"
turn of the brothers from the chase.
condition. So Penrod lingered by the
unrfl
Varmin ******* bid
ffarmin
"He better catch me first, I geaa eatfroo, though from a neighbor!ai
"
Unahlng and ΛKn/»krfng
KTi ht W* τ nrh
TL

no

Penrod squawked, dropped the stone
and shouted, "Shut up. you dern fool Γ
purely from Instinct, even before his
about face made him aware who had
somebody call you a little gentleman? so spitefully addressed him.
It was Marjorle Jones. Always dainIt's a kind of compliment, as It were,.
want
you might say. What would you
ty, and prettily dressed, she was In
ι
to hit anybody fer that fer?"
speckless and starchy white today, and
To the mind of Penrod this question a refreshing picture she made, with
was without meaning or reasonable- the new shorn and powerfully scented
It was within neither his power Mltchy-Mltch clinging to her hand.
ness.
nor his desire to analyze the process They had stolen up behind the toller
had become of- and now stood laughing together in
which the

said Penrod; "I found
'em off
your shoes where you'd taken
in your room to put on your slippers,
So I took
and they were all dusty.
•em out on the back porch and gave
'em a good blacking. They shine up

straight

the street was a whitewashed
stone the size of a small watermelon

across

reeults—and then, seizing the Indistinband of Mltchy-Mltch, she
ran walling homeward down the street
M'Little gentlemanΓ" said Géorgie
Baeeett with some evidences of disturbed complacency.
"Why, that's
what they call me!"
"Yes, and you are one, too!" shouted
the'maddened Penrod. "But you better not let anybody call me that! I've
stood enough around here for one day,
and you can't run over me, Georgle
Baseett Just you put that In your glssard and smoke ltP
"Anybody has a perfect right" said
Georgle, with dignity, "to call a per

guishable

colored housemaid's ideal.
"Now what," asked the barber, combing the reeking locks gently, "what
would It make you so mad fer to have

slightly higher products

whirling,

he received the suggestion for an experiment on a much larger scale Embedded at the corner of a grass plot

Lul-look *t Mam-

Itchy—oh-Mltch-oh!"
Unexpectedly she smote again—with

a

offspring.
"Look, papa,"

intentional contempt In this.
upon the prone legs of Rupe Collins. of
haven't beard nobody around the
"I
was
intendmower
The lawn
sincerely
makln' no such remarks,"
neighborhood
the
ed to pass longitudinally over
body
"about nobody of
of Mr. Collins from heel to head, and added the barber,
Penrod Schofield."
it was the time for a death song. the name of
"Well," said Penrod, clearing his
Black Valkyrie hovered In the shriekmouth after a struggle, "who wants
ing air.
"Cut his gizzud out!" shrieked Her- fem toi Ouch!"
"I hear they call Georgle Bassett the
man, urging on the whirling knives.
barThey touched and lacerated the little gentleman,'" ventured the
Inshin of Kupc, as, with the supreme ber provocatively, meeting with
agony of effort a creature In mortal stant succeee.
"They better not call me that," reperil puts forth before succumbing, be
"I'd Mke
tore himself free of Herman and got turned Penrod truculently.
upon his feet
to hear anybody try. Just once, that*s
He all!
Herman was up as quickly.
I bet they'd never try It agleaped to the wall and seized the gar- Ouchr
den scythe that hung there.
"Why? What'd you do to *emT"
"I'm go' cut you' gizzud out," he an"lfs all right what rd do! I bet
nounced definitely, "an* eat it!"
they wouldn't want to call me that
Rupe Collins had never run from again long as they lived Ρ
anybody (except his father) in his life.
"What'd you do If It waa a little
He was not a coward, but the present girl Τ
You wouldn't hit her; would
situation was very, very unusual. He

Other surprises were arranged for
the absent workmen. The caldron was
almost full and the surface of the tar
Penrod endeavored to
near the rim.
ascertain how many pebbles and brickbats dropped in would cause an overflow.
Laboring heartily to this end,
he had almost accomplished it when

look at my du-dreaai

promised rather destructive
results, be set about it with uncondare to call him "little gentleman." querable energy, feeling certain that
The barber shook him as bis father he would be rewarded with a mighty
had never shaken him; the barber buf- splash. Perspiring, grunting vehemfeted him, rocked him frantically to ently, his back aching and all muscles
and fro; the barber seemed to be try- strained, he progressed in short stages
ing to wring his neck, and Penrod saw until the big stone lay at the base of
He rested a moment,
himself In etaggerlng zigzag pictures, the caldron.
destroying large, screaming, fragmen- panting, then lifted the etone and was
bending his shoulders for the heave
tary boys who had insulted him.
The torture stopped suddenly, and that would lift it over the rim when a
clinched, weeping eyes began to see sweet, taunting voice close behind him
again, while the barber applied cooling startled him cruelly.
"How do you do, little gentleman Γ
lotions whlcb made Penrod smell like

his

of evolution, the barbar, smiling falsely.
"Ooh—uh!" The boy In the chair ofSam and Penrod, no more thought of
the
ae
Interfering than they would have fered inarticulate protest,
with alum.
thought of Interfering with an earth- wound was rubbed
"That don't hurt," said the barber.
quake.
"You will get it, though, if you don't
At last oui ut uie iuu& ιυκ τ uuuu,
he continued, nipping in the
disfigured and maniacal. With a wild alt stiller,"
on the part of his pabud
attempt
any
hla
for
trusty
eye lie looked about him
that he already had "it"
think
to
tient
rake, but Penrod in horror bad long
"Pfuffl" said Penrod, meaning no dissince thrown the rake out Into the
to dlalodge a
yard. Naturally It had not seemed respect, but endeavoring
mustache from his lip.
temporary
lawn
mower.
the
to
remove
necessary
"You ought to see how still that MtThe frantic eye of Verman fell upon
tle
Géorgie Bassett site,·· the barber
he
the lawn mower, and instantly
"I hear everyleaped to Its handle. Shrilling a word- went on reprovingly.
beet boy in town."
less warcry, lie charged, propelling the body says he's the
"PfufT! Phirr!" There was a tooch
knives

about the caldron were

ebon surface.

"No, I would not!"
"Well, what would you do?"

"I'd do
that!"

ground

scattered chipe and stick· and bits of
wood to the number of a great multitude. Penrod mixed qtpntldes of this
refuse Into the tar and Interested himself In seeing how mud) of It be could
keep moving in slow swirls upon the

gentleman! And oh—lul-lookI—oh, lu]
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A Striking Comparison.
Church—I see the chances of being
•truck by lightning are four times
greater in the country than they are In
Gotham—Perhaps, but the
the city.
began it, though, of course, something chances of being struck by something
else began the fly. Somehow we nev- else are tweuty times greater in the
offender.
er manage to hang the real
dty.—Yonkers Statesman.
The end came only with the arrival
A Bad Scare.
of Pen rod's mother, who had been hav·
tele
Small Harry—Our baby swallowed a
lng a painful conversation by
ol
penny this morning. The Neighborphone with Mrs. Jones, the mother
Marjorle, came forth to seek her er- Were your folks scared? Small Harry
rant eon. It la a mystery how she —Pa was. He thought at first It was a
for bj Bve dollar gold piece.—Chicago News.
was able to pick oat her own,
the time she got there his vole· wai
Rstort Disoourtebua.
too hoarse to be recognizable.
"Wealth la man's worst enemy."
[το η oojrrnruxD.]
"That's why women love him for the
enemies be haa made, I suppoae,"—
Ask jour friends for advice, woman
Philadelphia Ledger.
for pity, étrangers for charity and 7001
Prov
for
relative·
nothing.—Spanish
Common sense is Instinct, and eoongh
«fa.
of it la genloa.—H. W. Shaw.

Fr··
A Frightful Figura
From tho Group, Enoirolod Thla In*
noeont Bystander With a Blaok Arm.
Tor·

Itaalf

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISH KD ISM.

Rev. J. H. Little wu Id Bethel

Sunday

Mr·. Illeworth Dnnhae ol Chelsea,
to attend the funeral of lira. Helen Bert·
Mue., bM been a gneet at Qulnoy Day's.
and preached at Baat Bethel, reC. L. Rldlon i· Boon to move dm lett,
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL family from the Locke reddenoe to the turning to Preeport In the afternoon.
Mrs. W. A. Banting end children from
rent over the poet office.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Yarmouth have been viiiting her parQuite e number from West Parle
fair ent·, Mr. and Mm, F. 8. Chandler, the
Grange attended field day at the
Paris HOL
past week.
e round·.
Edward King is continuing bla aale
Mr. and Mr·. E. J. Mann, Mise Laura
Flret Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. F. HUl.paaof jewelry, having aoid out thia departa. a.
Johnson
at
R·
S.
Mr·.
and
Sunday
Mr.
tor.
and
every
PT«achlng
Barden
}υ:45
Elizabeth ment of hia store to Edward Lyon.
Sun.lay Schwl at 12. Sabbath evening eervloe
at were *t Portlaod tod Cape
at 7 JO.
Prayer Meeting Thuraday evening
pirty from
Nelson Woodbury and
before
8.
last
the
Friday
Aug.
Covenant Meeting
Sunday,
7 :Λ).
Portland atopped In Bethel Tueaday
All
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
Ml·· Edith B. Jordan and slater of
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
night on their way to lit. Waahiogtou
Bridgton returned to Bridgton Sunday,
the moan·
a
the week with Dr. and and camping trip through
after
ΜΙ·β
apending
and
Mary,
Pottle
Mr·. George
tain·.
Wbeeler.
Mrs.
have
who
bod
spent
Pottle of LewietoD,
a| Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tncker are enter- Charlea Adams of Norway and hia
number of previous summers in thi· vilof Schenectady, Ν. Y.,
Adams
Clifford
and
Mr.
taining the following guests:
friends Thursday.
lage, are guests at the Hubbard House.
Dr. and Mrs. were calling upon
of the Paris Hill Mrs. Wilbur Field and
The directors
The Ladiea' Club apent a delightful
of Masthe following Taylor and daughter Frances
elected
have
Club
of Mrs. J. U. Pur
home
Country
of afternoon at the
sachusetts, and Mr. and Mrs. Eaton
committees for the ensuing year:
Miaa Shirley Ruasell
Thursday.
logton
Portland.
Greens Committee—Col- Edward T· Brown,
of Brooklyn gave a moat Interesting talk
D. H. Fifield enjoyed a delightful auto
Edward V. Staples, Fred W.Shaw.
the birds of Bethel, giving many of
House Committee—Mr·· O. A. Thayer, Mr·. trip with Mr. Emerson, a flour salesmao, upon
Misa Russell is a
the ι he calls of the birds.
J.S.Thompson. Mr». NellleS. Brown.
by
returning
the
mountains,
around
w.
Entertainment Committee—Mr·. Henry
Mr. lover of nature and spend· many ferurs
and Portland.
of
Mr·. Mary I. Davles.
Wlnelow,
Fryeburg
Dan
Mr.
way
Lyon,
summer vacation with the bird
started Tuesday and returned of her
The Country Club fair, which will be Fiflold
Mid insect life around their summer
night.
social
Saturday
the
of
eventa
the
one of
principal
home. Mien Helen Erhardt, her guest
Prescott Brooke of Paris Π ill is stopon
season, is tu be held at the club house
from
Brooklyn, rendered several aoloa
Albert
Mrs.
Ryder.
with his sister,
Delicious refreshThursday. August 2tKb, and will be fol- ping
most charmingly.
misfortune
the
bad
Curtis
James
Mrs.
and cake were
lowed by a concert at Academy Hall in
one ments of tea, sandwiohes
break
and
week
last
one
fall
to
day
Mies Purthe evening at which Mrs. Wynifred
is get- served by Mra. Purington and
Curtis
Mrs.
wrist.
her
of
bone
S
Cora
Staples Smith of Dixâeld. Mrs.
ington.
well.
talent
along
other
ting
and
Biiggs of South Pans,
Tuesday evening, Prof. W. S. Wight
A picoicking party composed of Dr.
will furnish an entertainment that will
his daughter,Miss Marie Wight, gave
and visitors, the Misses and
Wheeler
Mrs.
and
worth
well
be
bearing.
a recital in Grange Hall.
They were asthe family and visitors at J. R.
arrived
Jordan,
York
New
of
G.
Case
Lyman
Mr·. Willey, accompanist, Miss
sisted
by
L.
J.
E.
Mann,
Mr. and Mrs.
at the summer home of the family hete Tucker's,
Erhardt of Brooklyn, soloist, Miss ShirM. Mann and uocle Gideon Sibley,
on Saturday for his vacation.
Russell, Mr. Milan Chapln and Mies
ley
to
Auburn
Saturday.
Percival J. Parris of Philadelphia, who motored
who also accompanied and played
Aruo,
from
returned
baa
R.
Johnson
Mrs. S.
has been spending a vacation here, rein duet·, also sang in duet with MIm
was
called
she
where
Ν.
H.,
Groveton,
turned to that city Saturday.
Wight. Prof. Wight baa finished his
a sister.
The Country Club fair on Aug. 26th by the death of
in different
Miss Laura year's work with choruses
Ε
J.
Mann,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
new
will l:ave many entirely
no iutrofeatures|
others attended parte of the state, and needed
and
Mann
S.
H.
Mrs
Harden,
with
concert
a
by
and will close
Miss Wight
to Bethel people.
at Bryant's Pond Wednesday ducilon
dance
is
the
Smith
Mrs.
Smith.
Wynifred Staple·*
is making a study of the piano and alevening.
a favorite with Paris Hill audiences and
rela
ready shows promise of a succesful fuis
visiting
Mrs. J. H. Dunham
the balance of the program will be in
Her selections showed skillful
ture.
Massachusetts.
in
lives
keeping with the high quality of her
Mr. Chapin bas a fine tenor
training.
Arnold
sons
and
Morton
Clark
Mrs.
singing. Dancing will follow.
voice and always pleaaes his audience.
are
of
Harlan
expected
and
Liberty
are
taking
R.v. and Mrs. G. W. P. Hill
Mies Ethardt bas a very aweet and aymTuesday to visit her parents, Mr. and
a vacation and visiting friends in Sedgpathetic voice and baa always been wel
Willie.
F.
L.
Mrs.
wick.
Miss Arno and Mr·.
are to i-ome in Bethel.
and
Gardner
W.
W.
Mrs.
of
family
J.
Murray Quiuby
Mr. and Mrs.
much appreciated as
for Canada to visit rela- Willey were very
start
Klmhurat
at
were
Tuesday
Mass
Welleaiey Hills,
accompanists.
tives.
last week.
The Methodist church building has
Mien Julia Carter joined the other
been raised and at present services are
Hebron.
members of her family at the summer
held in Odd Fellows' Hall.
Ζ L. Packard Relief Corps No. 2 en- being
bo me hero Saturday.
evening Miss Dorris Frost, a
Thursday
the
afternoon,
of
Case
tertained,
Wednesday
Kdward
Chicago
Mr and Mrs.
pupil of Mrs. Stella Burnham, assisted
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
corps from Oxford, Mechanic Falls, South
Miss Grace Deau of South Paris and
Paris and Norway. Over one hundred by
Case he p*st week.
a recital
At noon dinner Miss Marion Fros\ reader, gave
Mhs Catherine Robinson returned Mon- guests were present.
In Odd Fellows' Hall, Mrs. Burnham acand
was setved iu the Baptist church under
in
her
home
Mass.,
Brookline,
to
day
companist. The following programme
Miss Gertrude True went to Auburn for the direction of Mrs. Elmer Flutchinson.
furnished a most delightful evening's enAfter dining, the guests listened to a dea visit te re'ative*.
Miss Frost has devoted
tertainment
program
prepared by Mrs. several
Mrs. Alpheus G. Rogers returned last lightful
years to the atudy of music and
George Conant. The numbers were:
week from a visit to Portland.
of touch and exwith a
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ISSUED

Bethel.

West Pari·.

...

South Paris, Maine,
ATWOOD

August

FOKBES,

&

KdiU rt and

17, 191;

Proprietors.
A. K. rOKBKS.

GKORUE M. ATWOOD.

Γκκμμ :—$IJ0 « year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise ftdo α year. Steele copies 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
Auvk.KTtMtMK.srs
are trlven three rousecutlve Insertion·) for $1.30
of column. Special conIn
Inch
length
per
tracts made with local, transient an<l yearly
advertiser».
—

New ty|>e, raat presses, electricJob PunrriBO
low prices
power. experience·! workmen an·!
combine t<> make this department of our business compete and popular.

M\(.LK COPIES.
cents

Single copies of Thk Dkmockat are four
• ach
They will l>e matted >u receiptor price by
the publishers or for the ronvenlence of patrons
on
single copies of each Issue have been placed
sale at the following places In the County
Η ο want's Drug Store.
south Paris,
ShurtlefTs Drug Store
Noves
Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
A. L. Newton. Postmaster.
Ruekfleld,
Mrs Harlow. I'ost Office.
Parts Hill.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,

Coming Events.
of Wood
Aug. 1*—Centennial celebration, town

Ht' m k
C.
Aug. JO— Reunion Co. b', Jth Maine, and Co.
Un Maine Veterans, West Sumner.
Watervll'e
Maine
Pair,
3—Central
Aug '51-Sept
Aug. J4 JT—Ka«t.ru Maine fair. Bangor
Reunion of Twentv-thlrt Maine KeglSept.

ment, l ake tir ve, Auburn.

Sept. ϋ '.«—Maine Stat»· fair. Lewlston.
Sept. S, 9.— lieunton of First Maine Cavalry,
Burksport.
Sept. 14 1^—oxford County fair. Andover.
Northern Oxford fair,
Sept.
Oct- 4 7—West Oxford fair, Kryeuurg.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Thomas Smtley
/ L Merchant Λ Co.
The Shaw Business College.
James N. Favor.
Kastnian A Audrews.
Blue Stores.
W. O. Frothlngham.
For Sale.
Are Your Kidneys Sick?
Lost.

Members of the different committees
for the Country Club fair are requested
to meet at the club house Wednesday
afternoon of this week at half past four
o'clock to discuss details of the arrangement!» for the fair.
A very pleas int occasion was the tea
given by Mrs Charles L. Case, assisted
by Mrs. Charles Edward Case, Mr·.
Baldwin and the Misses Mary and Adelaide Case, at the club bouse Saturday
afternoon. The tea at the club house on
Samrday aUernoon of this week will be
given by Mrs. Davies.
Miss Ο. E. P. Stokes left here Monday
for an automobile tour to Moosehead
Lake and other New England points.
"Samantha Allen's [Kate Hammond's]
Dancing Party" will be the entertainment at the antiquarian party of the
Universalis! Circle to be held at AcadTheie
emy Hall this Mouday evening.
wi!l be a demonstration of the real oldHorn
us
Fisher's
such
fashioned dat:ce.*,
pipe, French Knur, and Old Zip Co<>n,
it is
with special'ies. Lots of fun.
hoped that all wbo can will come in costume appropriate to the antiquarian
party. Stage entertainment followed by
dancing as usual.
Mr» Hubbard has kindly tendered the
une of "The Shack" fur a subscription
party on Tuesday alternoon of this
week at three o'clock, for the benefit of
Players
the Paris Uill Country Club.
are requested to be present promptly at
will be
hour
social
The
three o'clock.
from five to six o'clock wheu light refreshments will be served and a good
time enjoyed, and to which all club
members aud their friends are cordially

The Woodstock Centennial.
Ou Wednesday, Aug 18. the town of
Woodstock will celebrate the centennial
of its incorporation at Bryant's Pond village. The main features of the day's
been published.
program have already
At 1) o'clock in the forenoon there will
exercise»
historical
The
be a parade.
will begin in Dearborn's Grove at 1U
o'clock. Athletic sports in the village
served
square at 11:30. Dinner will be
from two halls and a large tent. LiterAt 2:30
ary exercises continued at 1:30.
Paris. In
a ball game, Woodstock vs.
the ev«uing fireworks and a ball. The
Dixtield band and orchestra have been
been engiged for the day.
The program of the exercises is as follows:
lù Α. M.

DlifleM Kantl
Manil ami Congregation
Κ H stovei
Κ>·ν
l'ra\er
G. W. Q I*erh:iu:
AiMress ut Welcome
of Berlin, Ν. II
H·
KlmWaT
Coluinhus
RespoaMt
Anniversary Hymn—Tune of "Uufce Street"
Arthur Ρ Cushmau
Hon. Bert M. Feruakl of Polautl
Oration
Bam
M uslc
Mu»1c

Doxology

Dinner

1:30 P. M.

Bam
M uslc
Mrs. Martha K. Du'tlej
111*tor leal Α·1«1 ess
Violin Solo
M.-t'laiu I>ora SchalTer of Ni w York City
Phillip* Brook:
Anniversary Poeui
Cn|NeMH
M uslc—" Kree·torn*· IJa^ ner"
Chaw
A.
Montrose
Town of Wco'lirt ck
Le»t We Korget ..Dana manning» of Portlan·
liouie f Early hay*
l»r. J. Ambrose Galllson of Franklin. Man*
Music—"Rally Koun'l the flag".. .Congregatloi
Woodstock In the ( Ivll War...James L. Bowkei
Our Summer ResMents
C. Mortimer Wlske of Patereon, N. J
H. H. Cu"tlii.ai
Response
Bertrand W hi man
Ceilo, Violin anil Piano
Boston, C. M Wlske, Ma<lan Dora SchalTer
New York.
Edwin M. Rowi
Wcodetoek Boys
Schojia of Woodstock
John K. Stephen·» of Kuiufor
Teacher* of Wor,<latock. ...Freeman L. Wymai
Historical Memories
Kila Cole Cuiuuilugs of Melrose, Mass
.Geo I.. Cushmai
Native* of sVoo«l»t ck
M uMc—"Marching Through Georgia"

Duet

Reading
Read'ng
Reading

plays
pression

Virginia Conant and Ethel Mirehall

Solo

tion

Reading
A box social was held in the gymnasium Wednesday evening under the ausII
pices of the ilebrun base ball team.
was largely attended and proved profitable t<> the association.
Principal W. E. Sargent is this week
delivering a series of addressee before
assemblies of the grange in dlfferenl
parts of the state.
Ueuiy Pinkham of Newton, Mass.
spent the week-end with hie family al
Mrs. Edward Dunham's.
The liberality of private parties hat
made it possible to extend the Class oi
1915 walk the entire length of the street
so that there is now a complete circle ol
walk around what is popularly knowr
as "the little square."
Mise Louise Pinkham entertained ι
party of friends at tea Wednesday after

Mlee Frost.

Solo, air with variations,
Miss Dean.
Silhouette,
Two Larks,
Miss Frost.

schools.
Miss Helen Shaw was here Thursday
with a party of girl· from the Bridgtoo
camp who hiked across.
Buckfield Is to have a musical treat
Wednesday, the 18th Inst., when the
quartette of the State Street Congregational church of Portland will give a
Tbe
concert at Odd Fellows' Hall.
quartette is composed of the following

members:

Mies Mildred Shaw, soprano.
Mrs. Madeline Bird, slto.
Mr. Erneet Hill, tenor.
Mr. Harry F. Merrill, bass.

North Buckfield.

Mrs. George Bell and two children
returned to their home in Boston Thurs

day.

Superintendent

Merle S'urtevant returned by auto to his home in South

Royalton, Vt., Monday.

Maud Goodaie, who haa been
visiting Mrs. E. A. Mason, has also returned to her borne in Vermont.
Mra. Jennie Heald aud son Franklin
are spending tbe week with Mrs. Heald's
sister, Mrs. Cora Crockett, at Locke's
Mrs.

Mills.

Rev. George Varney of Caldwell, Idaho,
and bis brother, Colby Varney of Haverhill, who have been with their mother,
Mrs. Lydia Varney, for a short visit,
bave gone home.
Mrs. Cyrus Twitcbell and baby are
stopping with Mrs. Preston Heald.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner were in
tbe place Friday packing their household goods preparatory tu moviog them
to Auburn, where they have bought
themselves a home.
Roger Clapp and bis friend Stanley
Duffill from Salem, Mass., are spending
their vacation in the place.
Capt. and Mrs. Howard Emery from
Washington, D. C., arrived at their summer home Wednesday,

Dancis
Dvorak
Leschetlzky

Marlon Frost.
Nevln
All and Maidens Fair,
Shepherds
I milan Flute Call and Love Song,
Harmonized by Lleurance
Mmob
siivAr Spring.
Silver
M lis Frost.

Solo—Remembrance,

Miss Dean.

Congregattoi

Woodstock In the Tnii[>erauce Movement
Rev Aimou S. Blsbee of Portlam
Our Kalbers an<l Mothers
Rev C fleeter Gore Miller of Pari
Uy the Congregatloi
Singing of "America"

Mere aad There.
The world has suffered a lues in th<
death a few days since of George Pitcl
Georgi
at a comparatively early age.
Pitch was a real humorist, yet mingle*
of
a
lot
wat»
with hie humor
philosoph;
Some of hii
and an "uplift" quality.
little to<
a
were
longer productions
!
prolonged, but hie "vest pocket essaye,'
of
through
a
chain
in
papers
published
out the country, gave two or three bun
dred words daily of amusement and edi
He had th
ficatioD to their readers.
rare gift of being able to write on politi
cal subject· or others on which mei
sharply disagree, without treading 01
ab
any one's toes unies the toes were
normally tender. Thousand· will mis
bis delightful daily skits.
tablet now in the muse
of the University of Pennsylvania
scholar· tell us that it was written lou ;
before the Geueiiis account of the créa
tion, and that it attributes the fall υ I
man, not to Adam and Eve, but to Noah
This is interesting, but it can hardly b s
considered .ut of practical importance.

Deciphering a

um

Englemann

The local post ffice now closes at 5:3(
Beethoven
\<lagIo from Moonlight Sonata,
j Fantasia
Mozart
In D minor,
P. M.
Miss
Frost.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Atwood and younf I
arr.
by Smltb
Meyerbeer,
I The Huguenots,
sou motored to Phillips recently.
Mrs. Burnham, Miss Frost.
wha
Vieitore to Hebron are asking
The Ladies' Club fair will be held
has become of the local band. Its week
afternoon at Garland Chapel.
ly meetings last summer were largely Thursday
at 6:15.
attended and greatly enjoyed. Let u< Supper will be served
The concert to be given by the Ladies'
hope it ie not defunct.
Forrest Conant is local agent fur th< Circle of the Universalist Society, Aug.
to be very entertaining.
Saxon automobile. He is exhibiting tb< 18, promises
latest model of the Saxon touring car.
West Bethel.
Henry W. Brock of Portland ie tutor
MOBM1MO.
tbis
summer
Marriner
with
Prof.
ing
Now cricket· blow their pipes ao gay
Mr. Brock makee hie visits to Hebron ii
Around the mows of acented hay,
his Pierce Arrow roadster.
And all the grassy blades and stems
invited.
Are strung with glltt'rlng dewy gems,
The bright sun of the past few dayi
A id every bird and chanticleer
West Sumner.
has put the tennis courte at the Acade
Gives welcome to the morning near!
The yonn)
G. LI. Barrows was given a surprise my in excellent condition.
MOON.
party by bis three sous and tbeir urai- people are making the most of tbis op
At noon the air grows hot and still,
lies in honor of bie seventy-fifth birth- portunity.
The corn stirs not npon the hill,
Miss Alice Melcher is visiting in Phil
The drowsy bees are fast asleep,
day. As it is nothing unusual for the
And all the birds a silence keep.
families to happen there on the same lips.
A locust whirrs, a butterfly
>
Painters, carpenters and masons^re a
On lazy wings, floats slowly by.
day Mr. Barrows thought nothing strange
of it. When thty were all assembled in work at the Academy, making the usua I
EVENING.
the parlor Mel Barrows stepped forward repairs precedent to the opening ο [
Dot soon, as down the golden west
and made a speech presenting him with school.
sinks to Its rest,
sun
The golden
Dr. Higgins of Phillips is the guest ο
The heat and languor of the day
a safety razor, a linen lap robe aud a
With
magic speed will die away,
moustache cup. Mr. Barrows was com- Mrs. J. C. D >nham.
But by this very sign, alas!
Miss Vera Bray, a graduate from He
pletely surprised as well as greatly
We know that summer soon will pass I
pleased. Also a shower of post cards bron Sanatorium, is on a case at Kineo
Beautiful Bambine.
A young man named Rawson, Dwigh
arrived in the mail from relatives and
Qood weather for haying.
friends which was another surpriseand Cusbman and Harold George are on ;
Rain cannot always fall.
pleasure to him, altogether making the few days' trip to the White Mountains b; r
Ruet ia killing potatoes and bean·,
day one long to be remembered. Those auto.
A severe drouth and forest Ores may
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pbilbrick have ι
present were Mr. aud Mrs. Herbert H.
be expected in September.
Barrows, Mr and Mrs. Mellville C. Bar- young daughter born August Sth.
Arthur Morrill and wife of Norwaj
While glad for Prof. Joy's success, al 1
rows, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Barrows,
relatives here laat week,
Mine Anoie Barrows. Miss Bertha Bar- feel that he and Mrs. Joy will be a grea t visited
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Farwell are en
loss to Hebron. To us it comes as ι
rows and Guy Barrows.
a visit from their son Bert and
Mrs Delia Ludden of Avon, Mass., is personal loss, having known Prof. Jo; j joying
wife from Massachusetts.
speuding the month of August with Mrs. intimately since be came here ten year ,
James D. Ublman's buildings, neai
Amauda Bisbee.
ago, and Mrs. Joy since their marriage
Ma*on, were destroyed by fire Mondaj
Mrs. Kosetta Kyerson is visitiug her
forenoon.
East Brownfield.
daughter, Mrs. A. T. Hollis at North
Mrs. Luoinda E. Bean, Miss Cora J
Tbe Congrégation»! Circle beld its id
Paris.
and ber adopted daughter ol
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Barrows have Dual fair on Wednesday, the 11th, and i t Mason
Sooth Paris were in town Monday.
returned home from a pleasant visit with was very successful.
Monday afternoon lightning struck
The C. £. meeting this Thursday even
friends in Livermore Palis.
north side
Tbe Hirao ! the Henry Cross houae on the
Mr». Fred Green of Livermore Kails is ing will be at the charch.
of tbe railroad, occupied by Willard
visiting her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. W. R. Endeavor Society are expected, and a re
Johnson and family, and Mrs. Jobnaoi
Glover.
ception will be held for tbem.
waa prostrated by tbe shock and reo
Rev. Mr. Albarian, a former pastoi
Mrs. Ruth Barrows of Whitman, Mass.,
soon recoverand Mrs. W. L Vining of North Abing- will occupy tbe Congregational pulpit 01 I dered uncooscious, but
and fortunately no fire was set by
ton, Mass are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sunday afternoon, tbe 15tb, and in th , ed,
bolt.
Chas. A Barrows.
evening will be at tbe meeting at Brad tbe
Next Wednesday, Aug. 18tb, tbe towc
Mrs. Let tie Ford is visiting frieuds In bury Hail.
will celebrate Its centen
West Paris.
The funeral of Angevine Gray Is bel j of Woodstock
village of Bry
! N. C. Ford, who has been a great suf- this Thursday afternooa. Be had beei , niai in tbe Ibeautifnl
wm born In that town it
ants Pond.
ferer for the paat year, died on Friday, ill for Home time but seemed to be ira
am a descendant of the Bry<
Aug. 6th, leaving a widow, two sons, proving, then passed away very sudden 1841, and
ant's and Swans, who were among the
Elmer aud Madison, and one daughter, 'yfirst settlers. Am prevented by illnesi
Mrs. F. A. Chandler, to mourn their lo.«s.
Samuel Sklckney reached home on Sat
but tbt
Funeral services » ere held on Sunday unlay, tbe 7tb. He will spend som } from attending tbe centennial,
eotertaiumontcommittee have my thanki
from bis late residence, Rev. Chester time in tbe States.
Far well of Boston has beei , for kind invitation.
Miss
Gore Miller of South Paris

North Waterford.
Mrs. R. E. Fiske recently sent a nice
flock of chickens to Portland for broil-

tery.

The headquarter· of the Maine Parti
Hiram.
ers' Union will be removed Sept. In
The selectmen have located anew road
1mm Bangor to Waterville, at which la(
around a portion of the Red Mill Hill,
ter city the union is building genera I
that was gullied and ruined July Sth,
office·, grain enpply stores, and retai I
and a towu meeting will be held oo Aug
store·.
14tb, to decide on accepting it. The
Finger print evidence solved the prot road is gullied for aboat eighty rods,
lem of a number of breaks at Peak's Ii
from three to twenty feet wide, and lo
land. On some wrapping paper and ο 3 places eight feet deep.
1
bee
had
a
store which
a window of
The portable mill of Messrs. Hallett Λ
entered were found some prints, whic 1 Cbusley on the Bucknel! farm, haviug
r
man
unde
a
of
wiih
those
tallied
young
some
sixteen
been out of business
suspicion and he acknowledged bisguilt months, is now being removed to South
~

Bridgton.

Ralph J. Canney, aged 30, of Lakeview
four ο·»α
was instantly killed and hi·
panions in a motor car seriously injure·

ers.

Mrs. E. J.

little.

Mary

at tbe New

liberty

for the week.

Mary Stlckney Spring has returned I
from Sager Hill and other places wher }
she has spent some weeks.
Whitman Stickney came with his unci ,
from Beverly.

Norway Lake.

Alton Frost of Portland, who it spend
ing his vacation here with hi· parente
bas caught four trout from the lak
weighing respectively 2 1-4, 1, 1 1 2 am I
nearly or quite 3 pounds. He also caugh ι
a large sucker of 4 1-4 pound·.
So on 5
catcheH worthless as well aa good one*.
Clyde and Mabel Bartlett, who bav s
beeu visiting in Albany and Upton, bav 9
returned homo.
Ε. E. Witt's family have gone back t
their farm for a while.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Perkins of Au
burn visited his sister,
Mrs. Walte j

J

East

Poor farmer wants to make

I

While the sonthern part of tbe State
baa been having numerous showers, this
county has been experiencing tbe beat of
weather for baying ever known here,

This is the time of year when you

Hon·
a Cariboo correspondent.
dreds and hundreds of acres bave been
boosed In prime ooodition, witboot a

drop

nesday, Aug. 25th.

As there is no state election in September this year, farmers will not have
to stop baying to attend towD meeting.

Locke's Mills.
Miss Charlotte Bemis of Texas is at

"Outside Inn."

Mrs. J. C. Hubbard and daughter
Katherine of Auburn ire the guests of
Mrs. Harold Oerrish at Camp Ecbo.
Azel Bryant and Harold Crooker are
at South Portland working for Ordell
Bryant, who is building a new bouse.
Mrs. Curtis Abbott is the guest of
relatives in Mechanic Falls.
Edwin Rowe Is in Jamaica, Ν. Y., on
business.
Ο. L. Cusbman and family have returned to their oottage on South Pond
for the rest of the season.
Mrs. Jean Boardman, who is spending
the summer at "Outside Inn,'1 returned
Saturday from her home in Rochester,
Ν. Y., where she has been on business.

Albany.

Clarence Files bas finished work at
Morrill's mill, and gone to Lynchville to
work in the spool mill.

i

year's

baying opened. The first

the Waldo County
fait at Belfast last week.
was

don't like to have the

we

of rain.

β

the money is in them at the regular prices.

buy;

"

prices. Many

are

Our Suits

arrive.

are

always

are

good

a

reducing the

made by

The rest

the best clothes made.

made by

are

All sizes at present.

reliable makers.

Suits that sold from

$10

to

$26

are

priced from

$7.50 to $20.

Brigbt'a disease, aged

days.

Iua

suite here when

summer

"

Peleg T. Wadeworth.
Peleg Thompson Wadeworth died in
South Hiram, Aug. 7th, of heart disease

Evelyu
wife, Mies

;

goods

good,

the other man. The wording
of the note referred to indicates that tbe
men may possibly have committed suicide.

and

clean up time

our

the fall

and

identify

buy good

can

Now we're increasing the value by

Codnaue, but adds that be has gone by
the name of Jim Snow, and that be is
"no one io tbe world," though he has a
There was nothing
sister in Augusta.
to

It's

olothee for very little money.

says

Copvneht Hurt Seitaifoer Ιι Mux

H. B. FOSTER CO., se Norway, Me.

j

Edgecomb before marone daughter,

riage, diod youug, leaving
Ina, who is living.

Mr. Wadswortb bas passed his life on
one of tbe best in Hiram.
He leaves two sisters, the last of fourteen
children, Mrs. Lizzie Slater of Massachusetts and Mies Ruth R. Wadswortb, who
He was a
has been bis housekeeper.
Republican in politics, and also a prominent member of the order of Odd Fellows.
Hi· funeral was attended on the 10th
by Rev. Wm. Cotton of Waterboro, who
spoke words of comfort and hope. A
lar^e assembly attended from Cornish,
a

large farm,

Parsonsfleld, Porter, Hiram, Brownfleld,
Bridgton, Portland, and Cambridge,
Mase.

Whltman-Veasey.

At the Oilman Whitman farm in Wood-

stock, on Sunduy, Aug. S, there waa an
interesting wedding, when Mr. Oerald

Bertrand Whitman and Miss Jessie
Veasey, both of Haverhill, Mass., were

united in marriage. Rev. Chester Gore
Miller of South Paris officiated. The
house was handsomely decorated for tbe
occasion. Immediate relatives to the
number of twelve were guests.
Mr. Whitman it the son of Oilman
Whitman of South Paris. He ia a professional musician, and cooducts a large
music school in Haverhill.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitman are spending
their honeymoon at the Whitman farm,
and will remain there through their vacation, until after the Woodstock centennial celebration.

vicinity.

Freeport

hay.

purchased,

evening

is so sho sits up a very

Fred Cole and family of Washington,
Clyde and Mabel Bartlett have gone
D. C., are guest· of his brother, L. Ε home tu Norway. Their father came afand
Cole,
family.
ter them.
They have been with their
Mr. and Mrs. David Qaw and little son aunt, Mrs. Calvin Cummings.
of Cambridge, Mass., have arrived foi
W.
J.
Curamings had a nice yearling
the month of August, guest· of Mr. and oolt break its
leg in the pasture last
Mrs. Η Ε. Bartlett.
week, so it bad to be killed.
Mis· Rilla Bartlett of Litchfield Is tbe
Mrs. Etta Hickford and Estella Bean
guest of her lister, Mrs. Etta Beao.
called on Mrs. E. R. Bartlett Monday,
James Simpson and son Kenneth ol
Cliff McAllister has bought himself a
Boaton are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. team.
K. Martin.
S. Θ. Bean commenced baying the 9th.
L. E. Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cole He bas been putting a new roof on bis
and several others are spending a week'· barn.
Hope it will be good weather.
outing at the lakes.
Russell L. Swan Is visiting relatives Ie YOUR COUGH CAN BE STOPPED
Worcester, Maaa.
Using care to avoid draughts, exposMiss Bertha Cole la «pending a week'·
sudden changes, and taking a
ure,
vacation at ber home here.
treatment of Dr. King's New Discovery,
will positively relieve, and in time will
Eut Waterford.
surely rid you of your cough. The first
Mr. and Mr·. Sumner Smith and Mlac dose soothes the
Irritation, checks your
Gladys Merrimao of Otisfield spent Sat· cougb, which stop· in a short time. Dr.
and
at
Hubert
urday night
Snoday
King's New Discovery has been used
Brown'·.
successfully for 45 years and is guaranMr·. Abbie Mclntire of Wilmington, teed to cure
Money back if It
you.
Mass., and Misses Rutb Willey and fails. Get a bottle from yonr druggist:
Nathalie Cox of Wakefield, Mas·., arc it costs
a
and
will help you so
only little
gnnata at J. E. Mclntire'·.
mucb.
Misa Gladys, daughter of Dr. Leon S.
Merrill of the University of Maine, bai
The heavy rains were Indireo'ly re
been spending a week at Clayton S. Mc- sponsible for the death of Mrs. Almeda
Intire'a.
Babbidge, aged 72, of Appleton. While
Mia· Helen M. Sanderson, anperintend· she was hurrying aloog a wood road to
eut of Belfaat hospital, with a friend, ii head off cattle who had escaped from
at ber cottage on the shore of McWaio their pasture, ber feet became tangled In
Pond for tbe month of Augnat.
underbrush and she was Imprisoned in a
Mis· Marjorie Pride haa retnroed from puddle of water. Four hours later her
a ten daya'vlait with her friend, Mlai lifeless body was found by a number of
Maroia Bobbins of Rumford.
oitizens who bad beoome alarmed at ber
Hubert Brown loat a horse laat week. absence.
L. E. Mclntlre'a carpenter· bave re·
sumed work on hi· barn, after being at
A MEDICINE CHEST FOR 25c.
home to do their haying.
In this ohest you bave an excellent
remedy for toothache, bruises, sprains,
/
Dickvale.
stiff neok, baokaohe, neuralgia, rheumaThe inn shines tbla Wednesday morn· tism, and for most emergencies. One
25o. bottle of 8loan's Liniment does it
ing. That la new·.
A. S. Blabee of Portland made us a all—this because these ailmecta are
oall recently. Mr. Biabee haa a timber symptoms, not diseases, and are caused
lot in Woodatock from whloh be think· by congestion and Inflammation.
If
of taking tbe timber the coming winter, yon doubt, ask those who use Slosn's
N. S. Bishop, who ia cutting tbe gra·· I Liniment, or better still, buy a 26c.
on the E. A. Richardson place, will also bottle and prove It.
All druggists.
out the graa· on tbe Fred Cunningham
There may be a question how much
farm wblcb he reoently
E. D. Hammon and Manrloe Tracy the
crops can figure In the exblb·
] It, but the fair season in Maine bas
have gone to Hanover.

Miss Nancy Rankin, who went to California on an excursion, has returned,
and will resume her position as a teacher Pride, recently.
when their car was struck on Alto 3 Id Connecticut.
Oxford.
croMing, ten miles above Old Town, ο
The grounds about the new Soldier's
th· Sth, by an excursion train on tb
Memorial Library
have been neatly
Curtis Keene from New York is visit
Bangor <ft Aroostook Railroad. Lewi graded and turfed and a steel flag>stafl
log bis father, S. F. Keene.
Canney, also of Lakeview, died a fe< * some fifty feet high erected.
It will be
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Flood are visltei ]
days later from hi· injuriée.
dedicated this year. Mrs. Augusta Jor- by their sons, Charles and Clarence, witl )
dan of Portland, a daughter of the late their families.
After an exceedingly desperate struj
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Eaton, son am )
Benjamin Barker of Hiram, gare 13,000,
gle to keep bis head above the watt r and
some #2.000 was raised by subscripdaughter, visited his brother, Samoe I
until help could reach him. Earl Hersej
tion.
A
bronze
tablet
contains
the
last week.
Eaton,
10, sou of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Uerse
names of the soldiers of Hiram In all oui
Quite a large delegation from T. A
ο( Providence, Κ. I., summer visitor·
th q wars. The building is looated in East Roberta Relief Corps accepted the inv! 1
was drowued at Orr'· Island, and
Hiram village, near the M. E. ohurcb, tation from Z. L. Packard Corps at He
life of Hugh Johnson, of about the sam β
fronting Main Street and Hancock bron to be present at the tenth anniver
,
age, was saved by only s'renuou* effort
Avenue.
sary of the latter. The cordial welcom 5
after the two boj· had been throw ,
extended, tbe excellent dinner so hoi
from a small sai. boat in which they wer
North Paris.
pitably given, and tbe fine program ii ,
cruising about the near-by waters. Tha
Work on the new school house is com- the church, together with the beautifn I
Johnson did not meet the same fate a ,
ing on fast, also on Mr. McAlister'i surrounding·, rendered the day a dc
Hersey wm due to tbe prompt action c f house.
lightful one, long to be remembered.
Charles Ε Giliam, an islander, who se< h
The Willing Workers held a lawn party
ing the plight of the two boys, set off i
Wilson s Mill·.
at the churob Saturday afternoon, the
a row boat to aid them.
Mr. and Mr·. Q. A. Wllley of Concord
14tb, with refreshments, and in the evenwho bave been spending tbelr vacatioi
log an entertainment.
What is thought to be one of the larf
Mrs. A. B. Abbott has returned from at Cragatoun |Farm, have retained t< >
est geais ever cot in this State baa jus t
is
a
visit
to
Bethel.
She
In
a
home.
their
very poor
beeo completed by Martin L. K-itb,
Mrs. Julia Fickett, a former reaiden
The stone, which i ι health. Mrs. E. L. Porter is helping her.
Aoburn lapidary
here, ia a visitor at H. W. Fickett'·.
amber quartz, weighs 213 1 2 karat·
(Ulead,
On account of the busy times, tb< ι
The piece of quar:z from which thi
F. B. Coffin has purchased a new meeting of the Ladies' Aid waa post
stone was cut was mined by A. R. Berr; r
poned for two weeks.
from the Berry mine in Poland. It cam t Dodge car.
Mrs. Mary Wight has returned to Nor·
it ι
of
Friday night the young people went t< »
to Keith'· attention because
marked clearness and be determined ti > way after spending several weeks heie Errol to moving pioturee and a dance.
her daughter, Mrs. A. D. Wight,
Saturday night the middle aged mei
satisfy an ambition of long standing an< I visiting
Mr. snd Mrs. Β. E. Harriman and went to Errol to attend a meeting of tb< ι
eut a large stone, lie did tbe work ii ι
Blanche
and
son
Leslie
of
Gort
a
daughter
Knights of Pythias.
odd momenta and judge» that he was
in town reoently.
Raspberries are very plenty and ο [
work on tbe stone for a month all tol< I ham, Ν. H., were
There was a moving p'cture show at good quality. Blaeberries are also quit ι
but the résulta eveo excel bis expecta
given plenty.
The stone is beautifully cut ant II the Town Hall last Friday
tlons
I
Geo. Welch waa here laat week
H. G. Bennett was the first man ii ι
i« with at λ fl »w. It is Hghtlj bat eveo by Van A Sons of Bethel. A good crowd
'•took.
attended.
, town to finish haying.
tinted.

\

Paige

Cards bave been sent to members
of the Sumner Soldiers1 Veteran Association as far as tbeir address was known,
but all old soldiers will be welcomed at
East Somner at their meeting on Wed-

Bethel.

Rain, rain, go away,

time

Mrs. M. J. Bisbee has been very sick
Mrs. Francis
but is more comfortable.
Wardwell has been working there a few Orchard
Meeting at Weat Sumner.
davs.
of those interested in
field
A
meeting
of
Newell
wife
the
to
Born July 24,
on
held
Saturday,
orcharding was
Andrews, a sou.
at the orchard of Sydney F.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Mclntire, Kathleen Aug. 14,
is one of
which
and Glen Mclntire and Gladys Merrill Brown at West Sumner,
tbe demonstration orchards included in
at
Pine
Saturday
cottage
stayed
Lodge
Oxford
in
the demonstration work
night and Sunday.
of George
Mrs. Lizz.e Sawin is stopping at B. G. County, under general charge
A. Yeaton, tbe demonstration agent for
Mclntire's for a few days.
Mr. Brown presided at tbe
Mrs. Erneet McGray and children Elmo tbe county.
and remarks were
and Lloyd have returned home from program of the day,
made by Hon. Jobu D. Long, who is
their visit to South Paris.
at his summer borne In BuckTena McAllister is stopping at her stopping
field, W. H. Conant, president of the
home.
Fruit Growers Association,
Mrs. Herbert Lord and children and Oxford Bears
Brown of Reading, Mass.,
Mrs. Harry Sawin and sou have gone Charles H.
A picnic dinner was
Yeaton.
and Mr.
home after a visit at the Playhouse.
eaten, with coffee, cream and sugar
tajι bumner.
furnished by Mr. Brown. About 175
and tbe number would
Rev. and Mre. J. N. Atwood are away were present,
have been larger but for tbe delay In
oo a two weeks' vacation, and will visit
baying. It was an enjoyable day.
and
in

[

Lassen volcano in California has spen t
its force, and is now safe, says an officia I
statement from the forest service of th
United States Deparment of Agricu
ture. The publicity promoters of th L
officiating.
California exposition!* should have cbob
There was a large gathering of friends
ed off that report before it was issued.
aud relatives, aud the floral tributes were
Interment was in
many and beautiful.
Maine New a Notes.
the family lot at Pleasant Pond Ceme-

long

70 years, 18
He was a son of tbe late Peleg C.
and Mary il. Wadeworth. He was a descendant of Gen. Peleg Wadeworth of
Revolutionary fame, and also of seven of
the Pilgrims who landed from tbe Mayflower at Plymouth Rock. He was a
worthy and prominent citizon, and had
held the office of selectman, and other
Important positions. He was a man of
integrity, just and truthful in all bis
dealings.
By untiring diligence and
tbe
Midsummer ball Thursday night of courage lie gained a large estate, and
bim In
Music by Shaw's Orchestra, poor and ueedy often appealed to
this week.
vain.
and never in
eight pieces. Older of dances half and their distress,
He was married in early life to Miss
half.
His second
Nason, who died.

will be assisted by Miss Marion
Chase as reader.
Miss Sadie Spaulding spent Friday in
Lewiston with her sister, Mrs. J. E.
Warren.
Warren Camp, S. of V., are invited to
attend the
meeting of the Sumner
Veterans' Association ai East Sumner,
Wednesday, Aug. 25.

Tbey

Mis-

V lolln

the wheels, so that It took a
to remove tbe mutilated body.

Money Now

You Can Save Some Clothes

Tbe proposition of running machinery
tbe details of the affair.
Buckfield boys defeated West Paris by tide water, a model for which was
boys in a well played game of ball at the demonstrated at an old mill in South
school gronoda Wednesday afternoon. Thomaston several years ago, has been
revived by tbe chartering of a MassaScore 5 to 3.
Mr·. Bert Drummond and Mr. and chusotts concern capitalized at $10,000,·
Mrs. Brown of Watervllle are vialtlng 000 for the porpose of exploiting a tide
relatives bere.
motor invented by John A. Knowlton of
Mrs. Nell Pike of Floral Park, N. T., Rocklnnd.
has been the guest of her brother, C. S
Blood discovered on fhe pilot of an
Childs, for a week.
ou.the Maine Oen ral βοιηβ hours
Mrs. Ο. Π. Elersey returned to her engine
afterwards was the first knowledge that
home In PhlllipH Wednesday.
out) had of the fact that the train
Misa Gladys Wbitaon is a guest of Miss any
bad struck and killed two men. The
Mellie Austin.
bodies were found Saturday morning,
Turn DeCoster and family went to
not far from Burnham
Blaine Wednesday, where be is to have badly mangled,
Htation. A note found In the pocket of
Hill
Mars
and
Blaine
of
the
cbitrge
one of the men gives his name aa Eugene

Reading—selecte<1,

noon.

the 9th inat.
Tbe lawn

party at Salnta' Reat Wedoeaday evening.
It anre waa, artistically, financially and
climatlpallv. A lovely evening, a good
crowd and tbe artlata on edge made
everything go with vim and snap. Tbe
kinda of
gronnda were illuminated by all
fancy lanterna, makiog a fine effect.
Oreat credit la dne Misa Hall and Mrs.
Mitchell for planning and carrying oat

delicacy

V loiiD

performed Monday,

Waa it a ancoeaa? What?

[card

—

ly

Mre. Add Stover of Bath wu struck
by an electric car at Freeport Thursday
The accident oc- !
Mra. Florian Jordanie at the Central lod Instantly killed.
Maine General Hospital in Lewlston, and surred at tbe foot of a grade, the woman,
ia making a good recovery from an opera· being knocked down and ground under

daj.

that is most pleasing to music
Miss Dean made her first 8ptovers.
pearaoce as violin soloist in Bethel, and
all were delighted. Miss Marion Frost
gave Sandalpbon with the same expression and interpretation of the thought ol
the poet that has made her a most interesting reader. Mrs. Burnham'a accompaniments and duets with Miss Frost
were most highly complimeuted and all
offered congratulations to teaoher, pupil
;»nd assistants.
Keler Beta
Overture,
Luetsplel
Mrs. Burnham, Mlee Fro·». Miss Arno.
Beethoven
No.
1,
from
Sonata.
14,
Op.
Allegro

Elizabeth Cuehman
Marten Cummlngf
Ethel Marshall
Elate Uonani
Loulee Plokham

|

About the Stat·.

Buckfield.
Rev. and Mr·. F. M. Lamb retarned
from a visit Id Kennebunkport Wednet-

Scooting Civtfiar.*.
According; to tlic in* κ of war, any

civilian wilt» Is found with anus la his
iKjsspsslon Is liable to be shot without
Although this seems a very
mercy.
Revere rule. It is absolutely necessary
I
for the safeguarding of tho why ο

COATS. SUITS. ORESSeS AND
WAISTS

could at any time band themselves
together and say they were belligerIf this were allowed therefore
ents.
Invading troops would safeguard themselves against surprises by killing evwhich
ery man iu villages through

that remain from the Summer Stocks
low to clear away and make room for

Not

at

China'· Tea and Rle·.

has three crops of tea—the
crop iu April, the second in May
and the "even flower" çrop about the
The exffort season is
let of July;
throughout the year. Three crops of
Export of this
rice are harvested.

spring

is

The remainder of the engravtho note Is In dark and light
bpown Ink.

lug

oji

Make your selection from

Fountain of Youth.
She—Old Mrs. Butterbus seems to be
a fountain of youth In spite of her
years. Shebn—At any rate she's always

Puizled.
*T can't understand why they appointed Wombat on that .banking

board."
"Why, he
banking."

83

South

NOTICE

during

Me.

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
FOR BACKACHE KIOKCYS ANO BIAOOU

A

pair

"lôstî

of

gold

bowed

No Empty

all

spectacles,

about

Compliment.

Miss Pbortee—I told Mr. Beach I
was

twenty-eight,

look it.

Expsritnoe.

And so they were
Her (reading)
married, and that was the last of their
trouble. Him (sotto voce)—Last, bat
—

not

Tint

GEO. R. MORTON,
South Paris, Maine

and he said I didn't

Her Brother—Well, you don't;
you buven't looked It for twelve years.
—Boston Transcript
He'd Had

33tf

lwtijPi

forty

or

pair

a

kind, priced

at

exceedingly

August.

Friday

Che·· H« Hswifd 0*

one,

afternoons

MAINE

A

FEW

REFRIGERATORS
AT A

LEFT

VERY LOW PRICE !
South

J. P. Richardson,

Paris,

CASTORIA

Maine.

...

®ears the

For Infants and Children.

"*

III M Ym Han /Unit Bought

*

Our Advertising
Is

Meant

To be
Each year there

are

Helpful

many young men in Oxford County staitunfamiliar with the real help that a pro-

business; they
ing
gressive, CONSERVATIVE BANK can be to them.
Many are just beginning to earn ; some of them will he
fluenced to save by opening a bank account, by our articles
in

are

inon

banking.

There are those also to whom the BANK'S exchange an·!
collection facilities are an advantage, or they may be interested in
placing their money at interest or buying Travelers' Chèques.

And

so

through every branch of banking.
important for all of these people

It is

to know the facilities that

good banking affords ; perhaps it is quite as important for them to
know the special features of convenience and advantage that have
been steadily developed and perfected in this BANK as it is for u-<

to make them known.

Hence it is that

time, but try

to

we

not

only publish

put into them

as

advertisements from time

much information

as

possible.

On the basis of real banking service we are pleased to invite
additional accounts from corporations, firms and individuals eflCh
of whom is certain of every
courtesy, every service, every accommodation that a strong, conservative, completely equipped BANK

can

render.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
NORWAY. MAINE.

Indlgtttion

All ot

just half-price.

Store will he closed

—

month of

of

Capital $50,000.00.

Tablets
Dyspepsia
Will BtHkn Your

prices,

priced 6yc.

more

NORWAY,

to

in a black case. Probably was lost
between Billings Hill and Concord
Pond, in Woodstock. Finder will
"And that's why I can't understand
be suitably rewarded by sending
the appointment"—Kansas City Joursame to
nal.
understands

price

is asked.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Kept

Pari·,

extremely

at

than half

pretty parasols at just ONE-HALF PRICE.
LACE CURTAINS odd lot of these curtains,
two and three

A large black cat with amall white
The most striking paper currency in
spot on breast. Finder please notify tbe
the world Is tho 100 rrtble note of Rus- undersigned and tronble and expense
sia, which Is barred from top to bot- will be paid. Alao a Canadian Expreaa
tom with ail tin· colors of the rainbow, ahipping receipt book, partly filled for
blended as when a sun ray passes poultry abipped, of no value except to
the advertiser.
through a prism. In the ceutçr In bold the company and
GEORGE M. ELDER,
relief Is a finely executed vignette In

more

FINAL CLEARANCE OF THE PARASOLS.

For Sale.

black.

low

of them not

stock measured and marked at tempting prices.

Yonkers Statesman.

Currency.

WAISTS AND DRESSES

REMNANTS and odd lots of dress goods,
silks and cotton goods from all through the

Kidneys

Rainbow

to

SUMMER WASH GOODS, colored muslins, voiles,
crepes, etc., all remain at clean-up prices.

A Loving Coupl·.
of
sugar,
lumps
many
GeorgeT** asked the wife.
"Oh, have your own sweet way, as
usual, dear," replied the husband.—

LOST.

clean up

LINEN AND LINENE DUST COATS
half price.

some

"How

body,

is asked for any of these coat*,
even half-price is asked.

of them not

$1.00 white and colored lingerie waists
each. Special madras waist at 39c. each.

generally is.—New York Independent.

People

half-price

some

our

prohibited.

by

than

just

for

"Good Morning."
It is customary in most countries to
even
say "Good morning" as a greeting
when It isn't true. But the Englishman says "Beastly morning," and It

Many

more

and suits and for

to be shot.—London Opinion.

product

new

SPRINC AND SUMMER COATS
AND SUITS.

This particular rule is so stringent
that even a noncombntant who took
wife against
up arms to defend his
liable
some drunken soldier would be

China

priced extremely
goods to arrive

are

soon.

they marched.

Man Killed In California.
goablng.—Chaparral.
Mr·. Frank Day of Fryeburg Center
hue received word that her son, William
Day, had been killed in an automobile
Sick Ρ
Are Tour
accident ia Azusa, Calif. He was visiting Dr. L. \V. Atkinson, a former resident of Fryeburg. Dr. Atkinson was in
Have
South P&rii
the automobile with Mr. Day when the
Well
Keeping their Kidney·
machine went over an embankment and
Well.
was overturned, but the doctor escaped
with slight injuries. Mr. Day was unmarried, and bad gone to California
The flrat symptom of kidney trouble
with the possibility of purchasing land
may be only a alight pain in the back,
for a home there. He had made his a feeling of atiffneas or soreness In (be
home with his mother at Fryeburg Cenloina, or aome annoying irregularity of
ter.
Urine ia often
the urinary passage·.
discolored and perbapa sediment gathers
Just Once.
upon standing. Next may come a dull,
It won Charley's tlrst gamo of golf. throbbing baekacbe, sharp, knife-like
Π Is patient friend had taken him sadly pains, headaches, dizziness and in many
around tho eighteen holes and watched caaea, lameness when arising in the
him hack the ball Into email bits and morning. No one can afford to delay
cut up the Riven as though It bad been until these troubles become serious.
Begin using Doan's Klduey Pill·, tbe
plowed by shrapnel. After the game tried
and tested kidney rrmedy that baa
Charley and his putlent friend were won tbe
praiae of tboiixands. South
talking » a few ef the golfers on the Paria readers should And convincing
clubhouse veranda.
merit
of
in the following stateproof
"That was a beautiful ahot you made ment. It's from a resident of thia local·,
this afternoon, Charley," sold his pa- ity.
j
C. E. Bradford, prop, laundry, Main ;
tient friend.
limes
I
had
"At
i
St.,
Me.,
says:
Norway,
Charley brightened np and flushed a dull
pain through the amall of my j
happily, while the young woman lookback, together with a tired feeling. I
ed at him admiringly. "Which oneT"
couldn't rest well. I got Doan'a Kidney !
he asked eexerly.
Pills at Stone's Drug Store and after
"Why," said the patient friend, "the using two boxes, the paina left and I
time yon hit the balL"—Chicago Trib- greatly improved in every way.
I have
une.
bad no trouble since."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't almply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
The First Patent on Matohes.
Before IK'U, when wooden matches Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Brad- ·.
with phosphorus were made In Vienna, ford bad. Fokter-Milbarn Co., Prop·.,
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
I
people were dependent upon flint and
steel to sec tire a ll*ht. The first patent for a phosphorus match In the
United 8tates woe taken out In 1838
Iron-axle ox cart, with long and
by A. D. l'hlllpps of Springfield, Mass.
short
tongues. Half-cord cart
For mawy years people refused to use
them, but by 1845 the 111 smelling and nearly new.
clumsy old tinder boxes were generally
Β. Y. RUSSELL, South Paris.
discarded and nre preserved, like snuffS3
boxes, as curiosities.

Fryeburg

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

civilian population.
The rules of war say that no men
will be recognized us combatants unless they wear a distinguishing badge,
which can 1κ» easily recognized. If It
of men
were not for this any number

C A STO RIA

Fir Intuits u4 Chiton.

Surplus, $50.000.00

Be&rs the

ThtMYwHmAhnnIwrit "T*

fjûTOxford

Democrat

Mise Adelaide Ne* hall of Waterrllle
is a gueet at Mm Juatina Hall'·.
Co. D left for Angola for it· ten
tour of duty on the forenoon train.

hi Si Maine, August 17, 1915

daj»'

I

AddreMM at Orange Field Day.
ΘΟΟΟ

CROWD

ALTHOUGH

SO

MANY

FAKMKB3 A HE BUST HATING

Moat remarkable to relate. Three hay
day· last week, sandwiched in among the
To the surprise of those specially inrain.
terested in the affair, nearly or quite three
hundred attended the field meeting of the
Master Norman Nicholson of Revere,
Mai*., has joined his sister at J. S. State Grange at the fair grounds on
Thursday, and there was a session
Murch'a.
SOCTH PARIS POST OfTJCH.
M.
socially and otherwise profitable. As it
oeceHo-rt 7:»Α.Μ.Κ>β:»
No sale of the Mary P. Hall stand on was a good hay day, and, as some of
Hill Street was made at the auction Sat- them said, "the second one this sumoband thcsk bailwat.
urday afternoon.
mer," and few even of the most energetic
'.{«-ginning June -T, 1913,
of the farmer· have been able to finish
Within how many years have you seen
-HA NH LKAVK SOUTH PABIS
their haying, it was expected that there
the wa'er spilling over the dam in the
wonld be a light attendance.
3:38 a. m.. express, dally;
f ι-t
ν
,.
river every day in August, as it i· now?
: i! y except ■'un-lay, 4:37 p. m.,
In the forenoon the time was devoted
Ρ
Λ
M., Sunday
μ.,οόο
; : 37
Shaw's Orchestra of tivo pieces will to sociability, without any formal proχ
w,<i » S3 a.m
express, dally; furnish music f»r a cattle show hall for gram, and a picnic dinner was eaten,
ι· ιΚν except Sunday, 9:33 p.m.
Paris Grange, Thursday evening, Sept. with coffee furnished on the grounds.
S P. M., .Sunday
£i A. M
16.
At one o'clock the people assembled
aoijr·
at the big grand stand, which was shaded
Miss Catherine G. Brigge, after being
CHCRCHK·.
Several selections were played
and cool
at home for some weeks, has returned to
„· it'oru' Church, Kev. A. T. Me
Shaw's Orchestra, and then the asher work as by
l'rea<-hlng service, 10:43 a a.; Lynn, Mass., to resume
sembly was called to order by J. H. EdY. P. S. C. Κ. β 1)0 curse.
M » a.
wards, master of Oxford Pomona Grange,
Church
■·.· -.orvlcc 7 «»' Γ.
.30
m
p.
at
7
evening
Mrs. John McPhee went to Portland who after briefly welcoming the people
Wclnesitay
e connecte*!, are eorllally In
Sunday. Aug. S. and brought her. little introduced C. O. Purinton of Bowdoinnitce, Mildred Robiueon, home with her ham, lecturer of the State Grange.
urch, Kev. C. 1. Spear, Pastor
lu 15 a. x., Sabbath School for a visit.
Mr. Purinton devotod the short time
I
1X)
M.
p.
ri
League Meeting 6
which he spoke to calling attention to
will
Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, K. of Ρ
ν WcilnewlaT evening 7 JO.
the inequity resulting from the present
h, Kev. F. L. Cann, Pastor
work »he rank of Knight next Friday
distribution of the common school money
ti-hlng servie·» 10:43 A. W.; SabA good attendance is desired.
evening.
ν ; Y. P. S. C. E.t *03 P.
by the state. In some towns there are
■·■> p. m ;
.·
Wednesday evening Refreshments will be served.
twent.v-six weeks of school, and in others
All ar»
·ι
Scats free.
7 >>.
The South Paris ball team defeated thirty-six, he said, and the towns which
ti arch, Kev. Chester tiore Miller, Buck field
Saturday afternoon at the have twenty-six weeks generally have
Mr. g service every Hun·lay at
Y.P. C. U high school grounds, 9 to 4, in a game schools of inferior quality to those where
ν
ι·, lay School at 12 M.
There is a great
there are thirty-six.
marked by some heavy hitting.
M : r «
variation in the percentage of local taxaSTATED MkKTINCS.
Mr and Mrs. Albert D. Littlehale of
tion for schools in the several towns.
M.—Pari
Lodge, So. 94. Reguial Durham, S. H., visited his sister, Mrs. Even in different towns in Oxford
County
venins on or >>«forc full inoon. Howard A.
...
the
few
a
past there will be fonnd much variation.
Swan,
days
Mica l odge, regular meet·
hie
work
to
week,
Friday From the report of the state superintendreturning
evenlL of each week—Aurora
ret and .Mr! Monday evening*
morning.
ent we find that last year the town of
ν
onth.
Mount Ple-t^an Kebekah Lodge,No
Rarely if ever have the mosquitoes Albany raised by local taxation for
of
eacl.
*η<1
fourth
οη·Ι
Krl-lays
been thicker or more veuomous iu June school purposes $5 40 on a thousand of
M Kellows* Hall.
aDd had 187 days of school.
W. K. Klm>>al! Post, No. 14S, meet- than they are now, the middle of Au- valuation,
That is one product of our phe- Greenwood raised ?3 70 on a thousand
ihlrl Saturday evenings of eacl> gust.
u. A. K. Hall.
Lincoln
for schools, and bad 130 days.
nomenal weather.
Klinball Circle, La<ttes of the ti. A
Plantation raised 10 cents on a thousand,
Μ Aud third S*turda> evening» of
Don't forget ihe dance at Grange Hall, and had ISO
days. Newry raised 70
th.'n tiran'l Army Hall.
Shaw s anil cents on a
loxliua L. Chamberlain Camp meet* Friday evening, Aug. 20th.
thousand, and had 140 days.
furnish Three mills is assessed
will
Orchestras
-i Tuesday night after the full of the Dunham's
by the state for
music. Ice cream will be on sale. Car school
purposes, and is distributed to the
drat and third
>\;rl* Gih ge. J1 e
for Norway after the dauce.
■■· ·_ f each month, In ti*ange Hall.
towns, one mill of it on the basis of the
C —Secon sntl fourth Mondays oi
Walter L. Gray, Charles W. Bowker, valuation, which makes an inequitable disi.ith.
He urged his hearers to think
P.—Stony l'rook Lodge, No. 13J Harry D. Cole and Stanley M. Wheeler tribution.
η : and fourth Wednesday
evening; attended the Republican run together of these things, and be prepared to supιοί.th.
the cities and
at New Meadows Thursday, going in Mr. port some plan by which
>1 metiever
Il.t'il'u Lodge. S'
can receive back from the state of
--ventng tt Pytnlan Hall.
Gray's car to Lewieton, theuceby trolley. towns
the school fund in proportion to the
I J M ink of this place and Charles H. number of scholars attending school and
w long do you suppose it will be
wt a bail be telliug bow
dry it it- George of Heb.on «ere in Portland the leugtb of time they spend there.
Thursday to attend the reunion of their
There was a reading, "The Old Actor's
gvtting?
old regimen', the Six'eenth Maine, Story," by Mrs. Alice Wood of Snow's
hard Millott is in the Paris Trust which was held at the hall of Boaworth
Falls, who responded to an encore, and
Juriug the vacation oi Irving U Poet.
several songs were sung by the audience
;·arrows.
and several
Mr and Mrs. G. Bertrand Whitman of in the course jf the program,
of Dorchester. ' Haverhill, Mass., have been visiting their selections giveu by the orchestra.
William McPhereou
State Master C. S. Stetson of Greene
Clara
Mm., is a guest of Jack Keardon ai father, Gilman Whitman.
to the audience, and
Mountain View Farm.
Hathaway of Bryant's Pond and Mr. am was then presented the
people and exMills spen> after congratulating
of
Waik-r
Bolster's
Mrs.
Ct.,
of
Win. K. Holmes
Southiugiou,
pressing his gratitude for the attendance,
at Mr. Wiiitmau's also.
Sunday
L.
Holmes'
A.
at
bis
as joined
family
so unexpectedly large under the condifoi tbe remainder of bis vacation.
Wm. D. Gate*, formerly of Paris, is tions, he called the roll of the granges,
at
R
H.
Gates,
of his brother,
and found that eighteen granges in Maine
Mrs. Frank Ε Fernald and daughter, the guest
Following the death of and New Hampshire were represented,
M-s Mildred Fernald, of Kllswortb, are Stearns Hill.
Gate* this
Mr.
three
wife
about
his
we~k«ago
being the largest number so far in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Fernald.
has sold his farm at Sabattus, "dwill this series of meetings.
a
A. F. Stevens, who is employed in
With only a brief talk Mr. Stetson in*rny here for a while before locating
Riker-.iayne· drug store in Lewiston, is elsewhere.
troduced Principal W. E. Sargent of
he
where
moving his family to Auburn
the principal
The South Paris Baptist Church will Hebron Academy to give
has a reut.
afternoon.
hold a covenant meeting on Wednesday address of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Plummer were at evening of this week commencing at :30,
By way of preliminary Mr. Sargent
>idgtoo Tturuday to atteud the reunion after which there will be a short business congratulated the grange upon having a
Mr. Plu miner's old regiment, the meeting, when matters of importance record of achievement. It is a great
t
Twelfth Maine.
A full attendance thing, he said, to belong to something.
will be considered.
"Man is immortal as long as he is talked
m hoped for.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Noyes returned
»bout," says the Greek maxim. The
to
rsiay from a visit of some weeks
Adv. rti»ed let er- ami cards in South grange is immortal as long as it is talked
E.
Noyes. Paris post otftce Aug. 10:
atniiy of their s.m, I.eon
ibout, and it is talked about as long as
>· Isle au Haut.
Ile instanced the
Mrs. Τ. Ρ Ktnner.
it is doing something.
Mrs. Kr:ink K. I.ane.
reforms of the evils of discrimination in
ν
Orchdttl ρ !αν s for dances At
Ml-* -Mice Nye.
railroad rates, leading to the establishi Thursday night of this week,
H'.ktor l.alo.
Lincoln Burnbaiu.
ment of the Interstate Commerce Comil. a:nl It S >uth Water ford WedΙ mission, and other allied matters, as havJ. Δ. KENNKY, f. Μ.
U'
lay eveuing, Aug. 2ô.
ing been initiated and forwarded by the
The Fau -Tans are ill asked to meet at
M >. ('. A. Frost has returned to her
{range.
>
utb Frauiiugham. Mass., after their rooms this Monday evening for a
Turning then to hie main theme, Mr.
number of wteks with her business meeting. Please all try and be
Sargent
spoke of some phases of the temfor
ν Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Maxwell.
present. The γίοπ» are all ready
question, and cited numerous
perance
to
and are a great credit
Facts to show the advance that has been
will be resumed at Dee ring occupancy
and
those who have had them in charge
made in combating intemperauce, and
>
church next Sunday, Aug. 22.
>V e are aw
put so much work in them.
I. -pear returned from his vaca
practically all of it in about a hundred
Anticipating many pleasant meeting» years. Numerous quotations and cita»> and will occupy the pulpit
be
one
first
our
let
and
there,
please
tions were made to show how general
I
I O. Thayer and daughter, M ins well attended.
was the u^e of liquor, even in connection
1
ver, of New York, were in
Wo k on the fireproof vault at the as- with the church. On*) amusing feature
week and called
tew clays last
sessors' t ftice is progressing under the was a bill for supplies furnished an oritivesand friends. going from
direction of J B. C .le A Son The vault iaining council of a church just about a
litthli. hem, Ν. II., for a vacation
is S feet 9 inches in width, and 32 inches hundred years ago, which included, for
wide in the middle, tapering with the the three days of the council, liquor to
ί Mr«. George A. Briggs and tncle of the building-. It occupies the the amount of over twenty dollars. As
ι·'urine (ί. Briggs came home full width of the space between Odd late as 1S40 he finds a life insurance com
.ngeley visit last w>-ek <>c Fellows' Block and True Block, the walls pany chargitig ten per cent extra on a
f the illness of Dr. Carl S. of the bui'dings bjing used for the crib policy issued to a Quaker, because he
seemed to be thin of blood, and refused ;
The walls aie
is atfected with a fever. Dr.
wo'k on the outside.
to partake of the good things which God
foot thick, of reinforced conciete.
improving.
had provided, including alcoholic liquor.
anient has been received here
Rov Π. Porter and family arrived here
In contrast to these conditions Mr.
relaage id Augn ta. Kau., A114
with
their
to
morning
showed how at the present time
euy
Friday
Sargent
.: n»**t C.
Pen ley of Augusta at d tives for a f«w-days.
Since graduating life insurance companies regard as very
The
I'.mjI of Wichita.
ir1 V
from the University of Maine nine J*»" hazardous risks people engaged in the
» ,·
trulsou of C. Freelard Peu- aizo Mr Porter has been on the faculty
manufacture or sale of liquors, and fref
i'v
this p'ace.
of the Iowa State Agricultural College quently will not accept tbem at all. He
en- showed how
many forces are now enV
e L. Whitman of this
pLce, at Ames, Iowa, in the mechanical the
Ue has for
""·»·ΐι for many veats on the gineering department.
gaged in fighting liquor—the church,
of the
11 »-br<■ u Academy, wi 1 be for coming vear a position in charge
tcientists, educators, trainers of athletes,
mechanical engineering department ο
labor organizations, the big corporations
t .· year on the faculty of Got)id
at
which employ labor, the nations now at
\
ar
Iiethel, succeeding M «s the New Hampshire State College
have put the ban j
war iu Europe—all
<
Κ H«rrick, who for four yenrs Durham, N. 11.
All this has been accom- j
!>n liquor.
»
I
German and literature
Don't forget the lawn party and dance !
plibhed in the short space of about a |
F. Ν Anderson and Μι». II C. on the grounds of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. bnndred
years, but there is still a great :
to Holmes, Tuesday, Aug 17.
ami
went Thursday
1·. 1 children
work to be done.
two
for a stay of about
.· .»rd
apron sale will be held at 3 P. M. Dane
Mrs. II. C. Anderson and ohil- jug will begin at 8 P. M. aud continue
Barrows-1 urner.
here
relatives
A specially built platwl:o l ave been with
until 12 o'clock.
Th"re was a quiet wedding at 0 o'clock
Old
un
constructed
fr
has
been
return
lawn
will
the
;ne we ks,
form on
VVeduesday morning at the residence of
i to the.r home in Wattrtown, for the purpose. Electric ''gbfe
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ν
Music will be furnished by
nation.
A. Turner, on Hill Street, when their
Messrs. Shaw and Soper. Refreshments,
!
I.iilo··. ot the <ί A Κ will hold a
iangbter, Mies Ada Lucelia, was united
will be avai
lemonade,
ice
etc.,
cream,
in marriage with Mr. Irving Oscar Bar-1
at their room on Wednesday
it raius the party will be postIf
able.
rows. Immediate relatives of the parties
"·
18th, at 2:30 o'clock,
ή, Aug.
to liter date.
The decorations were of
were present.
tneiub-ir in asked 10 bring (o <d. poned
and white, and the couple stood
will be ou
r uext tegular meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Κ U. llaggett and Miss green
an arch of green and white from
■m'unlay afternoon at three o'clock, Myra Haggett, Mr.and
Bar-1 uuder
Aug. 21st. A picnic supper will be rows and Miss Evelyn Vfcight, and Η. I. which was suspended a wedding bell.
The single ring
were unattended.
* rved (torn SSiO to t> o'clock.
Millett w^re at Bryaui's Pond Saturday I They
service was used, and the ceremony was
the
Maine
of
field
the
F.
attend
B.
to
day
Maxim,
II Wednesday Silas Γ.
As- performed by Rev. Milton V. McAlister
ll'ks and family. Mrs. E. P. Tippett and branch of the National Ilorseshoers
law of the groom.
held in Dearborn uf Eliot, a brother-iu
which
Mr»»
sociation,
and
Sanger
Mr.
aod
ν
diughters,
The bride wore a white seed voile with
Other* from this vicinity were
V .xim enjoyed a picnic trip to Streaked Grove.
rosebud trimmings and lace bolero, and
Maxim
thought he Mr. ηnd Mrs. Frank Hurd and Mr and carried white
Mr.
Mountain.
She wore the
sweet peas.
Mr. and Mrs.
ould go up the mountaiu if the vcirlt· Mrn. F .1. Cook of Norway,
Mr. gold beads which belonged to her greatuld," and made the ascent from C K. Jacob Dresner of North Wafeerlord,
and guests of grandmother.
king's on foot, though he m $7 years of and Mrs. A. F. Cloutier
Refreshments were served after the
can·* as
Buckfield. The day was a tine one, and
>ge and carries the g ild-heided
and later Mr. and Mrs. Barceremony,
and
with
find
not
was
sociability.
sports
erjoyed
'lie oldest man in Paris. Πο did
rows left in an automobile profusely
bad
no
very hard aud experienced
Committee· of Pari· Grange on the decorated by their friends, to spend a
» fleet*.
Unfortunately the view, for grange exhibit at the couuty fair have week in camp at Lake Thompson, after
the
trip, been chosen a* follows:
which particularly they made
which they will visit in Massachusetts
was obncured by huze.
I General Committee-Mr HAlte
for a week. For the present after their
Hatue
Κ rank l»u<llev. Annie Wheeler,
non
return they will be with the bride's
la hacking out of Riploy Λ Fletcher's
Κ licence lUeis. Henry Hammond, Η In
Block Bailey.
parent^.
Th tyer. Austlu Steams, Jr.
garage at the rear of Odd Fellows'
Mr. Barrows is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ran
agaiust a
Kim- Work—Jess te Scett, Mamie Itowker.
a few days since, a man
He attended the
Oscar £. Barrows.
Lucy Kd wards. Abbfe Abbotc
small telephone pole which «taiids by the
Bar
Geneva
schools in South Paris, and has for some
Krod-Jennle Brett, Eva Kecord.
sidewalk. Result, two breaks in the
Stearns.
I
rows.
Mary
the Paris Trust
in
the
years been employed
e, one four or five feet fr· m
I
Dairy—Cora Talbot. Rose Swan. Edith Thayer. Co. The bride is the daughter of Mr.
ground, the other several feet higher.
wiiit
Austin Stearns, Sr.,
Kir hard Gate·.
She graduated
and Mrs. F. A. Turner.
Ν 'her gave war, the fiber* holding, but
Htraui tteald, James Millett, Joshua Colby.
from Paris High School in the class of
pole had a groggy appearance Go- Jewell Kowe
and has since been employed as
Vegetables—Β. ΐ Hteks. WllUam DeCoster, 11)12,
tby there, a Democrat mau asked
compositor in the Oxford Democrat
Γι »rv Pierce, "How did you manage to Arthur Talbot. Charles Swell.
x.
Both are held in high esteem by
office.
h.t that p.de way up there?" "Oh,"
their many friends.
was the prompt reply, "shinned right up
Guests from out of town for the wedit- had a Ford, you know."
H. Flood of
were Mr. and Mrs. C.
Ε Morse. Cora Whlltemore, A. D· ding
The reunion of the First Tenth-Twen- Pufk,
Oxford, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence \V. Flood
tv ninth Maine Regiment Association at
Quilts and Ku«*-Sadle Kowe, S. Κ Jackson, of Bath, Iiev. and Mrs. M V. McAlister
and two children of Eliot.
I.ong Inland Thursday was attended by Géorgie Judd, Myrtle Gates. Kimball.
Yarn anU Knit Goo<t»-Annie
'« F. Hicks and Thomas Powers of South
Twenty-Third Regiment Reunion.
I'arie, members of the regiment. Among
Cemetery Addition Purchased.
Bt'CKKiKLD, Με Aug. 10, 1915.
others from Oxford County and vicinity
Andrews,
W
The Twenty-Third Regiment Associa
m attendance were W.
A purchase of land has been made by
l'xford; Wm. II. Bridgham, Bucktield; the trustees of Riverside Cemetery Au- tion will hold its annual reunion at Lake
for an addition to the ceme- Grove, East Auburn, Thursday, Sept. 2.
»>ld n Charlee. Stow; Pliny B. Henley,
I.ovell; Wm ('. Higgins, West Pari·; terv The present enclosure ι· now all You are earnestly requested to be presephen C McAllister, North Lovell; in use and for eouie time the associa- ent.
Tbe early and late trains on all railAlbiou Muody, East Stouehajn. The list tion bis had in view an enlargement.
»
roads give ample time to return same
of deaths during the past year includes An attempt was made
>e
of
failed
the name of Charles A. Hersey
day. Comrades from Bethel and stations
jacent to the cemetery, bufe
between can connect with trolley at Methis place.
gotiations for other parcels al.o f»iled,
chanic Falls.
an<l the trustees bave now b"ga.ned fo
t'harles E. Bennett, who was formerly the purchase of a piece on thel at » 11
On account of there being so few to
in the ice business iu South Paris, and road with Clarence G. Yorton. The ρ
come by train, we siiall not be able to
moved from here to Sauf <rd, .s now su- chase iucludes the ofen land on the get any reduction in fare.
Dinner will be served at Lake Orove
perintendent of the Sandersville Ice Co., westerly side of the road above the
at Sandersville, Ga., of which George W. "eand hill," as ife was formerly called, House.
Calku W. Bkow.v. Pres.
Hanson of Sanford is general manager. about ten acres, practically level.
Russkll Gould, Vice-Pres.
Tlie Saudersville Ice Co. doe· not deal iu
This will probably be known a·
well
a
A. F. Wabbkn, Sec.
tbat congealed water which is
It will
eide Cemetery Addition.
kind
its
■"own Maine product, in fact,
ably be laid ont thi. fall, but it i· doubtReunion.
thi·
of business is one of the reasons why the ful if
it
ia
done
on
any further work
Maine ice business is not what it once season.
The annual reanion of Co. F, 0th
w**.
The Sandersville Ice Co. makes
Maine, and Co. C, 8tb Maine Veterans,
will be held this year at West Sumner on
artificial ice by steam power from disBallard-Morgan.
tilled artesian well water. Mr. Bennett
Friday, Aug. 20th. Beans and coffee
waa a home wedding Saturday
There
furnished there.
Pastry and
went there in March, 1914, and after he
at the home of the bride'· will be
o'clock
2
at
be supplied by the veterans
had tak η charge of the plant c nsideraand Mrs. Walter F. Morgan, other food to
Mr.
hie new equipment was put in, increas- parents,
when Mr. and tbeir families. Dinner will be served
on Pleasant Street, Norway,
under tbe direction of W. A. Barrows
"W ttie capacity aud bringing the plant
A. Ballard and Mi«a Effie A. Morgan
Osaie
blocks
in
"P to dato. The ice is frozen
Relative· and Relief Corp·.
in
united
marriage.
were
"f
Let ua rally while we may, for our
about -KJ0 pounds, the freezing process
were
friends to a considerable number
comrades are fast being mustered out.
taking about forty eight hours, and there
Rev. Chester Gore Miller
A present.
'· a
Fraternally,
Htorage capacity of fifty tone.
officiated. Mr. and Mr·. Ballard will
F. J. Bhown, President.
number of photographs of the plant are
reside in Norway.
F. L. Wtuas, Secretary.
S"D' the Democrat by Mr. Bennett, also
ecaema.
d· scripti η of It In detail, but
Korany KchluK skin trouble, piles,
scabfor a mil·!, easy aoilon of the bowels, try
118 yuita technical, and
would not 'ι
rheum. hives. Itch, scald head, herpes,
f*
ointment Is highly recommended. Doan's Beguleu, a modem laxative. tfc at all
Ki'e most people aa idea 0/ the prow*
store·.
I soo* a box at all Korea
of
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Οα Recent Sooth Paris Accident.
DECISION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION AS RECOBDED.

À8 the outcome of »

prolonged

oele-

bration, George Bonller of this town I· In

grade crossings, including

ols Street, near the South Paris station,
which conditions are such that accidents are likely to occur, and to tbe
remedying of which attention ought to
be giveu. The other two are the Gothic
Street crossing and the crossing of tbe
highway leading from South Paris to
Norway. Both were visited at the time
of the above investigation, and it is the
to
purpose of the entire Commission
give them further attention in the immediate future.
At the Gothic Street crossing, freight
tracks are located between the main line
and the priucipal street from which the
crossing is approached. When freight
cars are left on these tracks close to tbo
erossing, tbe traveller has no view of the
main line until be is close to it. This
matter was called to tbe attention of tbe
local agent of the railway company, who
readily promised that such cars should
not be left within one hundred feet of
tbe crossing in the future. This will
materially improve the condition.
At the crossing between South Paris
and Norway, the view of a train approaching from Norway is cut off from
travellers going toward Norway. An
nccident occurred here a short time agi»
resulting in tbe loss of twu· lives. It is
probable that substantial results might
be secured here by installing a visible
and audible signal, and in view of the
ireat amount of travel on this highway,
either this or a flagman would seem to
be warranted.
The Commission recommends that tbe
Lirand Trunk Railway offer suggestions
for the improvement of conditions at
ibese crossings, before it makes a formal
:>rder.
Given under the hand and seal of tbe
Public Utilities Commission, at Augusta,
this 11th day of August, A. D. 1015.
Γ

β

1

Benjamin F. Cleaves,
Wm. Β. Skei.ton,

Ciias. W. Mullen,
Public Utilities Commission uf Maine.
•This 1» ae written by the Commission.
iccurate, It should be three.—Editor.

To be

The Cemetery Extension.
Editor Democrat :
Please grant me space in your paper to
affer a true history to those interested iu
sur very fine Riverside Cemetery in regard to its extension, etc.
I have owned the land north of it
twenty-three years and have always been
ready to sell It to them; have hoped to
see it joined to the cemetery and used
while I lived.
I have lived beside the cemetery nearly
twenty years. All who go there are fine
I would not exchange them
neighbors.
for any section of our fine city.
The trustees of the cemetery wanted
to buy my land north of them in 1008, and
the trade was all made.
Âgaln in the
past week we had agreed on its sale to
them, but again for the second time tbey
failed to acquire the much needed piece
of land, the trade being held up again
by the same parties, William 0. Frothingham and Charles H. Thayer, both
Mr. Frotbingham
noar-by residents.
cannot see the land, Mr. Thayer can see
it.
The nearest point to them is about
The law lets them hold it
•welve rods.
up twenty-five rods away.
After the cemetery's failure to acquire
it, I offered to give them a piece fifty
[«et wide across the lot, bringing it withIt
in twenty-five feet of my house.
would have made them a nice addition
#nd a place for a chapel when they
wished to build one.
I propose to use or cause to be used
that part of it wbioh is outeide their
control and think the rest of it will be
there and available after they will have
lost their grip on it.
I am ready to accept any fair proposition for its use or will prepare it for use
It ιcill
uk those interested may wish.
always be cemetery land.
David B. Woodbury.
South Paris, Maine.
Mrs. Robert F. Blckford.
Mrs. Aima E., wife of Robert F. Blckford of Norway, died Sunday morning,
the 8th, at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Arietta Guild, at Augusta, where she
had been eince June. Death was due to
Mrs. Bickford was
internal cancer.
burn at Clinton Jan. 10, 1882, the daughter of Abner F. and Eliza F. (Eldridge)
the schools of
Holt.
She atteuded
Clinton and Norway and graduated from
Kent's Hill Seminary. She married Mr.
Bickford in 1907. Besides her husband
she leaves one daughter, besides sisters
and brothers. The funeral was held at
the home of her sister at Augusta, attended by Rev. W. F. Livingstone, and
burial was at Augusta.

WORMS CAUSE MANY CHILDREN'S
ILLS

Worms, by thousands, rob the child

Marked Down !
Reductions of $1.50

Chance

Buy

Boys'

growth,

cause

•>f bowels causes absorption of poisons,
tends to produce fevers, upsets digestion. You beloh gas, feel stuffy, irritable, almost cranky. It isn't you—it's
your condition. Eliminate this poisonous
waste by taking one or two Dr. King's
New Life Pills to night. Enjoy a full,
free bowel· movement In the morning—
you feel so grateful. Get an original
bottle, containing 30 pills, from your
druggist to-day for 26o.

pair.

We

%

boy

when it

only

takes

a

Why

Nemo Corsets

SOUTH PARIS,

little money.

They

Nemo Corsets do

fashionable.

as

do:

reduce the abdomen.

into fashionable lines and last twice

figure

mould the

as

long as

ROYAL WORCESTER
NON-RUSTABLE

Ο

r s

ο

e t s

$1.00, $1.60, $2.00.
will find the Royal Worcester Corset exactly
These smart cor»efs are of the
to their exacting requirements.
adapted
latest ideas and are made on correct lines for the prevailing styles in cosThe Royal Worcester Corset appeal* to women who
tumes and gowns.
Well

NORWAY.

groomed

women

know the value and charm of

of

preserving

a

it.

got d

figure

and who seek the best

factory wear, thus making the R. & G. Corset quality such
surpassed by none.
LA REINE CORSETS.

TELEUIt AFI1Y
>'*" '"*n lhe l,ollc7 °r tllls Institution for thirty
ΑΠλ/ΔΝΙΓΡ
IN
PAVMFNT
ΝΠ
111/ rrt I JTlCll I 111 nl/TrtllVL yeare. We rccognlzc the purcbuer'e right to an
Do not
examination of the goods, ami a te*t of their quality before payment le required.
IHSIMCSS

ttnORTDAKD

wait for

a more

convenient

seaeor,— It

will

never come.

Belgrade

$1.00—$3.00.

AVOUftTA

'29-41

ΒΛΧΜΟΚ

PORTLAND

When

a woman

La Reine Corset is

Line

a

is

mear.s

favorite with

for

For Men, Women and Children.

Maine

WHEN YOU WANT Δ

Nice Box of Chocolates !

Maine.

TRY

Liggett's

Baggy Trousers

j

Are fatal

to

the

particular

happiness, especially

man's

I

NEY'S CANDIES in

Round

SOc.

pound

and

half-pounds,

26c. to

priced CHOCOLATE you will
MAID SWEETS, 1-2
MAINE
with THE

$1.50 each.
be pleased

In

a

lower

pound 25c., pound 40c.
At the

he needs.

Pharmacy

of

ΙΗΗΙΙίΒΜΒΙΙΜ

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

South Paris

Square,

^Oc.,

We think you will say it is the best you ever tasted.
We also have APOLLO, PARK & TILFORD and LOW-

We have trousers in a wide variety, some to match the
suit patterns and others of different shades, but all at
whatever
prices that make it no burden for a man to have

31 Market

Package,

Elect

Pound

1-2

bagginess is all at the knees. By skillful shaping
all trousers that we sell are made so that they will keep
their shape as far as possible, but the best care for baggy
knets it> .in assortment of extra trousers and a hot flat iron.
when the

Style lOyS
accomplishee won-

It

stout women

Norway,

Frothingham,

South Paris,

be

$3.00.

Best Vacation Shoe in the World.

0.

can

It is not only a great figure improver and reducer, but is also very
A splendid cooet
durable, being boned with finest improved boning.

Outing Shoes

W.

that it

corseting.

stout, s!e needs careful

over

ders.

Of

Word bas beon received
by Mrs.
Victor M. Whitman of the death of her
in
Manitou
B.
Tee,
grandfather, William
Springs, Colo., at the age of 80 years.
Mrs. Carrie Dlasmore has been in Manitou for some time helping to care for
him.
Donald Rice of North Waterford is
visiting his aunt, Mrs. G. F. Stone.
Mrs. John Laing and daughter Sarah
of Albany, Ν. Y., are guests of her
brother, Rev. R. J. Bruce, and family.
The sixth popular dance given by
Shaw's Orchestra Thursday evening
drew out about seventy-five couples.
Mr. Quinby, Mr. Howe and Mr. Matbosou
with partners received much applaust·
for the exhibition of dances which they
will
gave. The seventh popular dance
be given Thursday evening, Aug. 2β.
Mr. and Mrs. True C. Morrill have
week
gone to Melrose, Mass., to spend a
with relatives, and on their return will
visit in Gray until about the first of Sep-

The

Soirih

il

tember.
The two large double houses on WhitB. Cum·
man Street belonging to C.
mings & Sons are to be raised two feet,
b<> generally repaired and connected with
the sewe..
A trip around the mountains was made
last week by F. H. Noyée, Mise Mildred
Noyes, Mrs. Ada Gerry and MissThelma

ftGOCCUX

Store

Maine

Paris

Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.'s
AUGUST

Gerry.

Among reoeot catches in the lake are a
two-pound trout by Albert Hobbs, and
one weighing two pounds and ten ounces
by Alton Frost.
Wednesday, the 18tb, Is the day of the
anuual banquet and ball of the High

CLEARANCE SALE
OPENED

School Alumni Association. Herman L.
Borne will be toastmaster for the banquet. The ball will open at 9 o'clock at
the Opera House.
Edward L. McNamara, J. Burton McNamara, Edward F. Casey and Placid A.
Hebert of Haverhill, Mass., have been
visiting the family of S. H. Ilayden on
the lake and stopping at Beat's Tavern.

Friday,
Below

are

given

the Sixth.

some

of the

Bargains

offered:

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF BUTTON OXFORDS, WALKOVER,

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
headache», nausea, Indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Blood Blttere. $1.00 at all stores.

complexion,

Regular

$4.00

now

Regular price $4.00

now

Price

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF BUTTON OXFORDS, FITZU,

For baby's croup, Willie's dally cuts and
bruises, mamma's sore throat, Grandma's lameness,—Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil—the household
remedy. 25c ^d 50c.

$i-5°
$2.50.

WOMEN'S WHITE CANVAS BUTTON BOOTS,

$2.50 grade

Born.

2.00

In South 1'arls, Aug. 11, to the wife of Charles I
H. Howard, a daughter.
In South l'arls, Aug. 11, to the wife of John I

enable

you to finance

a

Sayings Department Connected

1.50
1.35

for

for

.75 grade for
WOMEN'S BROWN NUBUCK PUMPS, $3.00 grade
WOMEN'S GRAY NUBUCK PUMPS, $3 00 grade
PIARS WOMEN'S BLACK OXFORDS. These

home.

We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500 and oyer,
hundreds. Interest credited to your account lastïof everylmonth.

grade

1.00

ι

Proper business methods will

a

In South

300
on eveo

with

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

100
1.00
are

Gun

Metal Vici Kid and Patent Leather, narrow toes and high heels.
1.00
now
Regular price was $3.00, 2 50 and 2.00,
AND LACE BOOTS, Patent
100 PAIRS WOMEN'S BUTTON
Most of these are small
Kid.
Vici
and
Metal
Leather, Gun
1.00
now
Price
sizes.
and
TAN
OXFORDS,
3.00
3.50
$3.50,
150 PAIRS WOMEN'S
$1.50 and 1.25
grades, now
Button
and
CALF
BOOTS,
RUSSIA
200 PAIRS WOMEN'S

now
$3.00 and 1.50
Small
aizes
AND
PUMPS,
ODD LOTS WOMEN'S OXFORDS
choice
for .75
2.00
and
grades, your
and narrow widths, $3 00, 2.50
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS, Black and Brown, sizes 6 to 9, $i.co

Lace, $4.00, 3.50

grade,

and 3.00

grades,

now

We have mentioned a few of the large lot·.
low prices.
many smaller lots at these same
YOU SHOULD USE A

In Augusta,
8, Mrs. Robert F. Blckford
of Norway, aged 83 years.
In Canton, Aug. 11, Roscoe G. Dunn, aged 76
years.
In Rumford, Aug. 8, Mary, daughter of Mr.
cover made
I «m selling a large
and Mrs. Archie Gallant, aged 4 month·.
In Rumford Point, Aug. S, Mark A. Elliott,
to $1.75.
for
nets
the
cord
$1.00
45
years.
aged
In Mexico. Aug. 7, Mrs. Mabel (Foye), wife
of Wesley H. Lackey, aged » years.
LEATHER NETS,
In Hartford, Aug. 4, d. Scott Howard, aged

FLY NET ON YOUR HORSE !

Au.

fly

of

burlap

$1.60

dover.
In Sumner, Aug. 6, Nathaniel Cuahlng Ford,
aged 7J years.
In South Hiram, Aug. 7, Peleg Thompson
Wadaworth, aged 70 years.

well

as

of the

$1.00, $1.60, $2.00.
Originality of des'gn, excellence of material and skilled workmanship, all tend to produce a corset with exclusive style, giving long satis-

son.

Aug. β, Abel Gordon of An.

healthful

are

R. & G. CORSETS

Scott.

6S years.
In Monmouth,

authorized agents for Nemo Corsets in

are some

any other corset.

NoyesCo.
8rTr.a

$2.00, $3.00, $3.60.

things they
things,
They support the abdomen.
They flatten the back.
and here

bother to make them? The material would cost you
as much as we ask for them all made.

F. H.

week, starting Wednesday.
À special meeting of Oxford Chapter,
0 E. S., was bold Monday evening, and
the degree wae conferred upon John A.

Mlchaud,

only

the

Norway.

Knee Suits at Large Reductions.
V.

are

Cut Prices.

to

for 75 cents.

I have

$2.00.

James N. Favor, ELSSKT"
91 MAIN
V

*

7i

on a

Boys' Wash Suits and Cotton Blouses at

_

CONSTIPATION CAUSES MOST ILLS
Accumulated waste in yonr thirty feet

$1.00

back of

They

daughter.
l'arls, Aug. 9, to the wife of Percy F.
constipation, indigestion, nervousness, Morrill, a daughter, Myrtle Harriett.
sometimes
and
In 8outh Woodstock, Aug, 10, to the wife of
irregular appetite, fever
Harlan M. Andrews, a son, Llnwood Alva.
spasms. Kickapoo Worm Killer gives
In Mexico, Aug. 10, to the wife of David
relief from all these. One-fourth to one White, a daughter, Mary Barbara.
of these pleasant candy lozenges, taken
In Hebron, Aug. 8, to the wife of Floyd Phil,.
as directed, kill and remove the worms, brick, a daughter.
In North Waterford, July 24, to the wife of
regulate your child's bowels and restore Newell Andrews, a son.
its health and vitality. Get an original
Id Bryant's Pond, Aug. 8, to the wife of Elvern
25c. box from your druggist. Don't en- Whitman, a son.
In Norway, Aug. 5, to the wife of Charles E.
danger your child's health and future Lever, a daughter, Catharine Elisabeth.
when so sure and simple a remedy can
be had.
Married.
One thing which sbowa the remarkable
few
the
last
in
growth of Old Orchard
In South Paris, Aug 11, by Rev. M. V. McAlyears is that nine years ago the Water liter, Mr. Irving O. Barrows and Miss Ada L.
both of South Paris.
the
Turner,
mers
at
350
had
only
Company
In Norway, Au/. 14, by Bev. Chester Gore
At
beach while today they have 1000.
Miller, Mr. Ossle A. Ballard and Miss Κ (lie A.
the time of the big fire in 1007 Old Morgan, both of Norway.
In Rumford, Aug. 9, by Rev. Fr. J. A. La·
Orchard was spending less than 12000 a
Flamme, Mr. Fred Lachance and Miss Annie
year on its roads. This year it la spend- Hurt, both of Rumford.
In Woodstock, Aug. 8, by Rev. Chester Gore
iug over #0500. Also at the time of the
fire it had no cement or other really Miller, Mr. Gerald Bertrand Whitman and Miss
Jessie
Veasey, both of Haverhill, Mass.
good sidewalks. To-day it has over 15 In Chatham. Ν. Ή., Aug. 8. by Rev. H. H.
miles of them, $24,000 having been spent Iloyt, Mr. Albert Hutchlns of Fryeburg and
in their construction. Also the assessed Miss Hazel B.Charles.
In East Hebron, Aug. 9, by Rev. H. A.
valuation has increased over a third of
Markley, Mr. Albert R. Eastman of East Hebron
a million dollars aince'that time and the
and Miss Iva G. Tlrrell of Canton.
resort now bas over a third greater accommodations for guests at its hotels
Died.
than it did before the fire.
of nourishment, stunt its

a century of annually increasCorset· does not seem
Gtave
Fitting
Thompson's
ing popularity
to call for any extended argument regarding quality or wearxbility. Every·
thing in fashion, fit and durability that skill, experience and exacting aims
can produce, are embodied in these corsets.
NEMO CORSETS.

With the evidence of three-q-iarters of

hat when you need it the most.

a

Clothe your

N. U.
Mrs. S. Π. Gjodwin of St. Albans is
the guoet of her son, Stuart W. Good
win, and family, for a few weeks.
Judge ami Mrs. Morrill N. Packard of
Baltimore are guests for a few weeks of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed D. Packard.
Col. and Mre. A. J. Stearns bave been
takiug a trip through the state visiting
the several state hospitals, Col. Stearns
being secretary of the board of hospital
trustees.
Carl E. Stone bas returned to Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. Stone will remain here
until September.
Miss Rubie Swift is visiting her uncle,
I. 0. Swift, at West Sumner.
Mrs. Frank H. Beck has recently visited her father, David Jordan, In Albany,
for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Sanborn were
at Lome from Old Orchard to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Sanborn's grandmother,
Mrs. Josephine M. Teague, and returned
to finish their wedding vacation.
Miss Rutb Akers is playing the piano
at Rex Theatre.
Harold Rose, Leonard Doughty and
Kufus Potter, while blueberrying on
Jim Hill recently, came upon an old
bear and two cubs. It is not related that
the bears appeared savage, but the boys
beat a hasty retreat, took their pony and
started for home.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Smith and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Maxim made an automobile trip through the mountains last

:uio.

$1.00, $1.60, $2.00.

to save 20c. to

down.

Cox.
Miss Leah Wetherbee is visiting relatives in Portland for two weeks.
Mrs. L. M. Swan, who has cared for
Mrs. Josephine M. Teague, is spending
a month in Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. William C. Leavitt has returned
from a visit to her father in Colebrook,

huu

THOMPSON'S GLOVE FITTING CORSETS.

$6 on each suit.

Panama, Straw and Crash Hats Marked

Louis.

air.

This department is rapidly increasing, which goes to
show that we have the right makes, demanded by correct
dressers.

Men's Odd Trousers, Wool, Worsted, Khaki,
Marked down.

Mrs. Rose P. Holt and daughter Lena
of Fairfield are guests at Mrs. F. £.
Frost's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Harris of
Somerville, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Harris' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank

West Somervil'e, Mase., bave been reCPDt guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Samp

to

Department

Corset

Men's Summer Suits

Jail to nerve two sentence· imposed by
State of Maine.
Judge Jones in the Norway Municipal
Public Utilities Commission. Court Monday morning, thirty daya for
Iq the matter of accident on property drunkenness and disturbance, and thirty
of Grand Trnnk Railway at South Paris, daya for reeiating an officer.
They literally aaw anakea at the office
resulting In death of Cora Everett and
of the Novelty Turning Co. on a recent
Ivy Everett.
A No. 118.
morning, because the snakes were tbere.
who Is employed In
Mrs. Cora Everett, aged about forty- When Mrs. Moore,
entered It in the moruing, she
five, and her daughter, Ivy Everett, aged the office,
an adder ooiled about a steam
twelve, were thrown from an automobile discovered
called help and another snake
which came in collision with Portland pipe. She
but they got away. They
bound passenger train 1st No. 16 of the was found,
come up through a hole in the floor.
Grand Trunk Railway, at the crossing of had
Albion L. Buck baa apent the past
Nichols Street, iu South Paris, at 4:55 P.
York in the Intereat of the
The daughter was week in New
M., July 25, 1915.
atore. Mrs. Buck meanwhile visSmiley
died
Mrs.
Everett
and
instantly killed,
ited in Portland.
almost immediately.
Mrs. H. Walter Brown and son are
The automobile was owned and driven
several weeks at Falmouth
spending
father
and
husband
John
Mr.
Everett,
by
Mr. Brown
and Old Orchard.
The Everetts Foreside
of tbe injured persons.
a week with them, but is again at
lived in sight and within a few rods of spent
home.
the crowing and were going home at the
The first annual lawn party in aid of
time of the accident. Tbe crossing is
St. Catherine's Church will be held on
approached by a slight rise in the street, the
rectory grounds on Paris Street,
and the view of a train approaching from
and Wednesday, Aug. 24 and
Montreal ie cut off by a rise in tbe land Tuesday
25. Amusements and attractions will be
and the presence of frnit trees on the lot
provided. Supper will be served at 25
next to the railroad track.
A member of this Commission went to cents.
Miss Irene Locke bas resnmed work
the scene of tbe accident early the folin the telephone central after her illlowing morning, before tbe automobile
ness.
was removed, and made investigation
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Moholland
sufficient to secure all of tbe material
and children are visiting Mrs. Moholfacts.
laud's mother, Mrs. Craigio.
It appears beyond doubt that the crossMrs. Freeland Howe has been spending itself was in full view of the occuing a few days in Bangor.
pants of the automobile, that they were
Mrs. Charles 0. Blake is the guest of
familiar with its presence and the operaMrs. B. R. Denison at Harrison.
tions of trains over it; that they took no
Fred Moore, who has been working in
pains to ascertain whether a train was
here and will
train Gardiner, has returned
usual
the
that
and
approaching,
work in the shoe factory.
signals wen) given by whistle and bell.
W. C. Bradbury of Braintree, Vt., Is
When tbe automobile came in sight of
the guest of Dennis Pike and family.
the engineer, it was too late to avoid the
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Masseck and
collision.
Mies Elsie Gritton of London will go
is
blame
no
that
of
the
We are
opinion
this week to The Weirs, Ν. H., to spend
attributable to the train crew.
some time before Mr. Masseck returns to
There are, however, at least three
St.
that at Nich- hie work at Washington University,

at

OUR ENLARGED

BLUE STORES

·

ν

STREET,

ii

NORWAY, MAINE.

...

-ι:.

Sale Began Friday
Until Goods are Sold.

Morning, August 6,

There

are

and Continue·

Postage paid on mail orders.
This is strictly a cash sale. No credit will be given.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
ΟΡΕΒΛ BOUSE

BLOCK, NORWAY,

Telephone

38-2

ΚΑΙΝΕ

Real Estate for Sale.

150 cord· pine bolt* ;
crop Ian·!. 7 acre· to pine,
2 hone stall·, beet of water, only two mile·

No. 377—Λ ν re*. |« acree Ullage, smooth early
!
dwelling 1 1-2 Morion, β room·, subie, tie-up (or 4 bead,
from Norway. Price #1100.
300
thrifty
rouf,
apple
No. 337—106 acre·, V> acre· smooth, level tillage, cat· SO tone Λ1 hay,
and barn, nigh
tree*, 11200 worth of pine m t homlock; »i>len<ll<l 2 story dwelling, laqp «table
our llat.
water *crv1cc. fine locality, all rural convenience·. One of the oeat offering· on
ceonlyfcjooo. 12 down.
ONLY TWO MILES ΓΒΟΜ B. R. TOWN, 380,000
No. WO-JTS acre*, rUte 10ύ ton· bay.
barn
PINK ΤΙ M HK K, many cor U of bar I wood, pasture for 40 bead; dwelling baa 11 nice room·,
Thl» le one for some of the journey a passenger In
5txloo, up-to-date with all convenience·, running spring water service to all building*.
1-2
down.
be unable
at
96000,
and
a
rare
only
of our latent acquisition·
offcilng
a boat In mldstreum would
From
to see either shore distinctly.
Hankow to Ichang, 280 miles farther,
MAINE. 1 the Yangtze 1* navigable for small rivNORWAY.
mt
to
er steamers, and from Ichang up
Plngshanhsleu, nearly 1,000 miles, it is
of the
in great part nuvlguble. Some
steamers plying between

|

Rssure

THE DENNIS PIKE AGENCY,
■

Atherton Furniture Co. Store

pussenger
Shanghai and Hankow are exceedingly
Thousands
modern an<l comfortable.
river
of sailing craft are seen on the
theee two
dally on a trip between
rafts
points and numbers of huge
which require each a whole village to

STOP THE CAR

MR. CONDUCTOR

the
bring them and their contents to
distant market. The Yangtze has many
Important tributaries. One of these,
the Hanbo, which flows Into the Yang·
tie at Hankow, le Itself navigable tor

Atherton Furniture Co.

600 m Ilea.

Special Sale
is

going:

now

Macaulay and Hi· Razor·.
Macaulay was a self shaver—though
not with a safety—and the woeful results are recorded in his biography.

on.

not ?

why

Quality.

BO LING KETTLES
Regular Value 50c.

Έ

M \J W

Our Sale Price while they last,

Join

McDougall

our

Kitchen Cabinet Club.

$1.00 down, $1.00 per HEBRON

places

week

in

one

your home.
We

are

going to make

some one

a

present of

let

of

us

one.

Atherton Furniture Co.

Waterville, Maine.
find the "L. F." Atwood's Medicine init redispensable for jaundice, fromtwowhich
little ones
lieves me. I give it to my
when fretty. 1 find it will soon chase their
troubles away and leave them laughing again.
Mas. Melbouimi Avis,
R. F. D. No. 41.

Furnishings

Home

Complete

one

I

MAINE

NORWAY,

the cause of the trouble.
mother wrote:

worms are

Read what

any
not

Buy

The Score of Quality, the Home of Good Values

store,

a
or

35c bottle at your nearest
write today for a free sample.

FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside
of the medicine,
wrapper with your opinion
Books with a
we will send one of our Needle
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
in every family.

STANDARD

«L. F." MEDICINE CO,

C_

Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

Economical

$1.60,-1.90,-2.25

per square

TRADE MARK·

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
Maine

South Paris,

Sckntific American.

Pittsburgh

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.ar«eet circulât lu η of any sclentlOc tournai. Terms. |U a
year: four months, |L Bold by all newsdealers.

& Co.3Me~,-~'New York
MUNtt
Branch OBce. Oft F BU Washington, D. C.

Perfect Fence

For Sale!
South Paris Hearse

price we

have

bought

a

full

car

load of the

PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE
which

C. W. BOWKER,
A. F.

shall receive before May 1st This is an electric
welded fence and has stood the test for years. It costs no
more

shape,
good repair. Apply

than the inhuman barbed wire fence which

times injures your stock.
Stock fence

poultry fence in
Remember
and shall make

runs

from 32 inches

any

height desired.

to 68

so

many

bought very low by taking
our price accordingly.

a

full

car

load |

PARKÉRS
HAIR BALSAM

Claim and beaotiflM th· halm
PtuniuHs a ltxxurianl growth.
Merer Tails to Beatore Orayi
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Prevents hair falll:
60c. and ILOOal

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH

J.

PARIS,

Hastings Bean

SOUTH PARIS

Brick, Cement,

Loans

and

investments

made.

work.

a

days

or

WANTED.
man

to learn the

Apply

Saturdays

in person
at

furniture |
on Mon-

Athkrton Furniture Co.'s

i4tf

Norway,

Maine.

Wood Fiber

on

everything

that

OCULIST

Piaster,
masons

use,

hand and for sale all the time.

Will be at hi· room· over C. F.
Ridlon'· grocery, Norway, Saturday,
Jane 26tli, θ a. m. to 4 p. u.
This will
be Dr. Tenney'a laat riait to Norway outil tbe laat Friday in Augaat.

House

Furnishings

FOB SALE !

carefully

specialty.
Twenty years' experience in title
Examination of titles

Maine |

J

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY;

Concrete Blocks,

and

erty, also

BLOCK

J. B. COLE & SON.
South Parie, Maine.

At lato home of Η. A. Hilton, 1 nioe

art square. Dice roga, 1 aet very nloe
lining chair·, dining table, aide board,
ilabea, range, and all the other fnrnlabInge of every kind. Call on Albert D.
Park or lire. Park.
29tf

)
|

old

before

middle

age.

e"fcb,

flannels,

I use wire one·, whlob my hueband made In a few minute·, «imply by
bending the wire Into the n«ual shape
and twisting the ends securely together.
Theee (rtDDM ilip ioto the little
ileeyee
and stockings very much more easily
than do the wooden ones, the garment·
dry more quickly on them, and there le
no danger of tiny wood-epllntere getting
In the flannel. Galvanized wire muet be
need, eo that there will be no danger
from ruet. Number 12 wire ie about the
right size, and five cent·' worth will
make two or three fall eete of etretchers.
A

sure

Co.,

and prompt relief.—A.

S. Paris.

"Have ye anny ancisters, Mrs. Kelly?"
asked Mrs. O'Brien.
"And pbwat's ancisters?"
"Wby, people you shprung from."
"Listen to me," Mrs. O'Brien," said
Mrs. Kelley, impressively.
"I come
from tbe rale atbock av Donahues tbat
shpring from nobody. We sbprlng at
'em."
TAKE OUT THE ASHES
Uremia is due to tbe circulation in tbe
system of poison and waste products

child's birthdat cake.

that should be removed from tbe blood
For a oblld'· birthday party bake little by tbe kidneys. If the asbes are not reitkea In gem-pane.
When ready for moved tbe fire diea and the machinery
icln ·, make a email hole In the top of stops. So with tbe waste products of
sach oake and ellp lo a tiny doll the tbe system.
Foley Kidney Pills help tbe
tbat
waste matter
penny variety will du Then Ice ai de- kidoeya remove
tired. The icing will hold the doll In causes rheumatism· aches and pains,
and
each
little
will
be de- stiff joints and sore muscles.—A. E.
place,
girl
Shnrtleff Co., S. Paris.
lighted with a dolly oake.
A SIPHON FOB

SOUP STOCK.

Native—There are tbe Oldboy twins.
For removing eoup-atock from the ket- They are 98 years old.
bent
a
hueband
for
me
;le, my
glaas tube,
Stranger—To what do they oredtt their

uaking

a

siphon, the

Inches,
ncbee.
Thl· tube I fill with warm
va ter, ineertlng a cork In the opening of
es seven

he

hildren'a mid-morning

4

/

"s!

Agent for

the

Pianos and

Player

Weaver Pianos,

Organs

the birthday party.

Wonderful for pastry, too, and juet as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
«eii
Tell Flour

thing for oonstlpation, sour stomlasy liver and alugglsh bowels.

Best

ι ich,

Jtops

a

slok headaohe almost at

owns a car

1 îiobe.

onee.

thorough and satisfactory
lushing—no pain, no nausea. Keeps

1 Jives a moat

peculiar;

80m· Cynlol

Teacher
Waldo, name one of the
jest known characters of Action. Wal< to
(aged Ave), superciliously Suuta
Diane.—Pock.
—

—

HONORA Β Mi BOARD ot

COMMISSIONERS FOB
OX COUD
The

Til Κ (

AND 8TATKOK MAIN Κ

undersigned respectfully

repr.·-.

(SEAL)

STATE OK MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, ss
Itoanl of County Commissioners, Ma ν
WIS, held by adjournment lulv 90, l US
UPON ihe foregoing iietltlon, sailsta» t.'i
■lencc having been received that the petit'.·
are responsible, ami that Inquiry Into ilic n
of their application Is expedient,' It is οκιο
that the County Commissioners meet at t
resilience of John It l.a<M lu sabl |{··\
on October 20, η xt, at ten of the cl « κ.
M., anil thence proceed to view the r·
mention···! In said petition: Immediately ai
which view a healing of the partie·»
their witnesses will In· hod at some c.
veillent place In the vicinity, and such oil.
mca-ures taken in Mie preinl.-e* as the Coi
mlssl ners shall judge pr tier. And It Is furth>
OBUKKKU, that notice of the time, place ai
purpose of the > ommlssloner»' meeting afore
said be given to all penoM UUl eon
tlons Interested, by causing attested copiersaid petition, and of this order thereon,

William

lie served upon the Clciks of lit·· real
towns of Koxbur»- and Kumford and

al-

AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEM AND WOMEN who want to succeed and to ac po-ted up In three public plac-s In each
and published three weeks sue.
said
sompliah tbe most of which they are capable, will find our commercial training the slvelytowns,
In the Oxford Democrat, a news pa ι
means of increased earning power.
printed at South I'arls, In sai l County of <>\
ion!, the first of sai publications, and each
be made, served and
CAPABLE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN wbo desire a means of livelihood ihc othe»· notices, to before
said time .if u:. et
at least thirty days
ind independence, should take our Courues as tbe first step to reNpnnsible poelUi'Of Ing, to the end thai all persons and corporation.·,
If
is stenographers, bookkeepers, private secretaries and as employees of tbe State
may then and there appearand shew cause,
of mid j·· tl
uid United States Government through Civil Servico appointment. Sh'rt and any they have, why the "aver
Doners should not lie grant.

Special

Courses for teachers and advanced

this coupon and

ue

ATTKUT
ERNKST J ItKCORD. « erk
A true copy of said petition an! orler of
thereon.
Αττκβτ:— ERNEST J. RK«oui>, Clerk

Opens Tuesday, Sept. 14, 1915

Pall Term
Mail

>

pupil·.

we

will

send you

our

Illustrated

catalog.

St. and No

City

I

\ddress

State

Bliss Business

College, Lewiston
w

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby glv.
1
been duly appointe»! execiitt'v.
rill and testament of
GRINFILL STUART, late "t
\
η the County of Oxford, decease.I
laving demands against the estate ·■'
-a
eased are desire·! to present the
lement, and «II Indebted thereto are re·,
ο make payment lmme»l!atelv.
K*TEB. ST1AK1
July 20th, 191S.
30-33

2# 3»

ui«

While in Portland Stop at the

PREBLE HOUSE

Homc

ΛΙΟΤΙΓΚ.
The subaerllier hereby gives notice tli
las been duly appointed administrator *it.i '·'1
rill annexa·! of tne estate of
MITTIE A. KKCt IRD, late of Pari
ii the County of Oxford, decease'.
All persot
onds a" the law directs.
email.Is against the estate of said '·
re desired to present the same for «etc·
nd all Indebted thereto are ηψΜ
take pavment Immediately.
JOHN Ε. Κ VEIiKTT
July 20th, 1915.

Just put In Aral claaa order.

B'JROPEAN PLAN, $1.00 per day up.
AMERICAN PLAN. $2.50 per day up.
EVKRY CAR PASSES THE DOOR

^hat will fit.
That are peilectly
afe. If in need send fifteen cents
one

by

next mail.

VM. C. LEAVITT
^ tf

-·*··

NOAH Κ Γ. \ Ν Kl V
M.·
%Ό Congress St Portland,
31 83

REMODELED

Get

:

tayment Immediately.
July 20th, 11)15.

40 Room* With Running Water.
35 Room· With Private Bath·.

size.

11

All ρ»·ι- ·ί
jondsasihe law direct*.
lemamls against the estate of -aid >.···
>'t:
ire ileelrcd to present the same for
ι·ι
mil all Indebted thereto are re.ι ucsie

my nut si mm

^ vith

cou 11

iHOTltl..
The subscriber hereby gives nolle thai
of
a mlnlstral >t
neen duly appointed
:»tate of
■■
lllr.i
NATHAN R. F M NT, late of
id the County of Oxford, «teieasc·!, n-

Name

Mining In th· 8«a.
Among tho sights on the island of

$3! Potts —Only $5?
low little he drives it I—New York

TO THE

thai common convenience an>l pub's
slty require the Itylng out en<l con-tri.·
IiIkIiw.iv or county roa»l leading fr n.
oi Koxbury to the town of Rumfori.
f·· 1 >·λ·
( υιιη. ν ni Oxfor I, along the
scribed course, to wit
Iteicliinliig on the hlghw iv In -:
Koxhury known ai the Mor-csh.·»· \
at the point where said Horseshoe \ a
jolricl by the town way near tli·
l.enard Lovejov place now occupied
McMulien; ruuuing tliecce In a »out:
course along the aforesaid town way t·
nus at the so called llenrv I.add pl;i>
ed anil occuple·! by John K. I.a<l<l; t! >
nlngon In a general southerly <11 r< f ι.
east· rly of south over the ί»η·I of sat·!
I.add to the line betwee the town* of !
anil Rumford; thence running; on In
southerly course over lands In tli»· tow
fonl owned l<y Bdwin F. Swain, Bobeit
.v
lands formerly owne<l by A S. Bean
by his «Mow, anil land· of George I» I.
I
town
w
In
sal
town
of
the
terminus
·>·
ford near th.: house formerly owned !■> I·
I'oberts ami now owncil by said C<·
ο
111#Dee ; running th· nee over κη Ι
town-way to the highway In salit t u
(·
an·!
fonl known as the Isthmus ro.t·!
Ing at the point where the aforesaid
ki own a* th" Isthmus rojul Is Inters*i t.
town-way.
Ami your Petitioner* respectfully ι
VI lir llonorulile Pod y shill give the
quired by law, hear all the Int· re-t»· : pa·
lay out sal·! roa<! If In your ju'lguieiit
convenience and public necssliy
same, and that furt .er \ou shall >1.» Ιιι t.
lses all other acts, nutters an ! thing- tl
lie η en·» arv aiel pertinent th· Mo, an
• luty I ou m I will
ver prav.
I>at»· I at Hoxoury till- .'.'n 'lay of Aj rll Λ.
1919.
JOHN Κ I.AIH)
(an·! loo other»

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rien one for

"Yes, ma'am," replied the little fellow.
"Imagination is what makes a
fellow think a bee's stinger is three
feet long after he gets stung."—Pittsburgh Press.

me

:

will and testament of
DANIEL A. ItROOKS, bte of Port
In the Countv of Oxford, dee· a»«··!. λι
All ιη·γ» >11!s
as the law directs.
bon
demanls against the crtate ot Said ilecc
desired to iireseiit the same tot Set) 1
al: Indebted thereto are requested t<mia..
ment Immediately.
MARY E. H Ut»
Julv 20th, lull.
30 13

arc responsible persons, tax pa)
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE they
·■:
propel ly owner·) within said County

PYTHIAN BLOCK,

_to

\

NOTICE.

TOLMAN

EL.

C.

an

owes

Water:·

The subscrllHir hereb) give» uotl<<
has been duly appointed executrix of

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
Woolworth Building (233 Broadway) New York City

starting a new railroad
and want your daughter to drive tfce
first spike."

ι md

: rour system cleansed, sweet and wboleι ome.
Aak for Citrolax.—A. K. Shortbroth and bread. 1 eff Co., S. Paris.
*

£

Sold by your home dealer
and 680 other leading
merchants in Maine

A Woman'· Way.

Lotts— Dobson's

CITBOLAX

late ol

The subscriber hereby gives notice ti
has been duly ap|>o1ntc<] administrator
estate of
IRA M. IIKARCE, late of Hebron,
In thp County of Oxford, deceaaed, an l
All person*
bonds as the law directs
lemands against the estate of tald b
sain·
the
are desl.vd to present
aient, and all Indebted thereto are re-iur
hake loyment Immediately
JOHN F. ΜοΟΙΛ
July 20th, 1D15.
30-33

ÛUC—Sportsmen's Headquarter·— and he knows

we are

Deduction.

;

NOTICE.

Ik

you enough encouragement"
"Why, she never gave me the slightest encouragement."
I heard her telling you
"Get out!
yesterday that her mother did not allow her to accept anything of value
from young men."—Houston Post

Citrolax
CITROLAX

<

Eiuiimi D. Bicker

are

the difference in guns.

"I fear she would turn me down."
She has given
"I don't believe it

Martinique Is the mining of material
for the manufacture of lime from tbo
bottom of the sea.
The bulk of the
lime used on the island is manufactured from madreporlc stone or reef
coral so mined.

r>.

ed; petition that Charles I!, (iro.
polct»· trustve utider the will of ->1
presented by Alma M. R. G rover, the
Richardson
Annette Kimball
lltratn, deceased; petition for license 1
convey teal estate presented by Herb,

let liiui show you these guns. You will know him
bv his display of the Rea Boll Mark of Remington-

Enoourag*m«nt

Native—One 'cause be used terbacoer
ind one 'cause he never used It.

lives?

long arm ;

then I insert the abort
trm in the kettle of atock and almply
«move the cork.
The etock from the
Kjttom of the kettle then flowa through
he tube clear and free from fat—the
nbe being removed before the fat lower·
ο the opening.
By thl· method one
,voids the delay In ooollng or the "«»··
Iced clothe.
wet
I.find
removing by
t specially convenient when needing a
>owl of broth for the Invalid or for the

TIIERE>

don't you offer your heart and

On· Way.
Customer—But your competitors, the
Rklnnem Mining company, have offices
twice as large as yours.
Promoter—
That only shows our superior business
prganlzatlon. We have concentrated
uur business twice as much as they
have.—Boston Journal

Γ

NOTICE.
The subscrllier hereby gives notice 1
has been duly appointed executrix of 1
will and testament of
ELLEN F. WOODIS, lrte of I'arl
In the County of Oxford, deceased. A
having demands against the estate of
«•eased are desired to present the same for
ment, and all Indebted thereto are re.; ..
make payment 1 il mediate, v.
JF*3IE C. CL'SIIM
July 20th, I'll-».
30-33

many kinds of Autoand
loading
Pump guns—some to
be had at very low prices.
But it is typical of sportsmen that the grent
majority prefer Remington-UMC Pump and
Autoloading guns in the hands of the average man.
If yon shoot at traps or in the field, go to the
Hemingtou-L'MC Deafer in your community and

•
New England Pie.
Some poor dweller lu the benighted
beyond of Chicago usks what a real
New England pie is like. It probably
will not help him to be told, but if he
menus apple It 1m like an essay by Emerson llifuelled with the music of Massenet and spiced with the cynicism of
Shaw. If lie moans pumpkin It is like
some of Gounod's music heard lu a
lnnd»i-u]K» nil hiiu and flowers, and if
he moans mince pie, why, it is like on
Increase in salary and a preseut from
home nrrivlng on the day when one's
conscience was bohavlug itself.—Doeton Globe.

Deeply Hurt.
"Am I the first girl you ever kissed?"
"Well," said he, "I knew I bungled it
>ut I didn't think I made that poor a
}>b of It"—Louisville Courier-Journal.

long

short arm measurthe long arm eleven

tor.

Shall It Be an
Autoloading or Pump Gun?

—

STRETCHERS.

of

Heath, guardian.
Juatlns B. Drake late of Pari*.
petition for determination of eollateral
rince tax presented by S. I). W bittern jr·

ence.

"Sir,

1st.

Chut

petition for probata
presented by Cyrus L. Durgtn. th·
therein named.
t'llton K. McAllister of I.ovell, v>
will an>l

ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge of 1'.
copy—atteet
ALHKKT I). PARK. !.,

Kintal·.
Kinsale keeps a modest place in the
history of Ireland. It was here that
Don Juan's fleet landed 8,000 men to
Join hnnds with O'Neill, out of which
lauding grew the story that the cottages at World's End are "still Inhabited by the descendants of Spaniards."
It was from Kinsale that James IT. on
March 2, 1G.HU. landed and from Kinsale he sailed after his defeat at the
battle of the Boyne. Thirty years ago
the house in which he spent the night
before his departure was still In exist-

hand Γ

Elizabeth L

A true
30:«

cault," writes George Augustus Sala,
"was the very image of Sir Kenelra
Digby s s he appears in the frontispiece
to his 'Choice and Experimental Receipts in Physics and Chlrurgery.'
Douglas Jerrold was the ikon of Montgolfier, the discoverer of the fire balloon, and the late .Montagu Williams,
if he had donned a flowing black
Q.
periwig, might well have sat to a Sir
Peter Lely of our times for a portrait of
Charles II."—London Tatler.

"Why

tr

At a Probate Court, held at I'.il1
for the Countv of Oxford, on the ihlr
of July, In tne year of our I.orl or,.
follows
the
and
hundred
(Iftern,
nine
having Ιχ.-en presented lor the action
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby « »κι y,
That notice thereof be given to ail p.
teresied, by causing a copy of this or >
published three a weeks successive!;.
ford Democrat,
newspaper pun'1-ι
I'arle, In said County, that the;,
at a Probate Court to be held at I:
the thirl Tuesday ol August, A. i>
nine of the clock In the forenoon, at. 1
thereon If they see cause :

ton, executor.

Ί Lfve no doubt sho will consider it
"
honor to officiate.
"Thank you.
We have provided a
small gold spike, also a silver hamsaid:
bless ye, I ain't got no side- mer."
"Why,
"
"One minute. I don't think she could
ways.
drive a spike with a hammer. Better
CHILDREN'S SUMMER COLDS
hairbrush."
Louisville
provide a
It is wrong to neglect a cold at any Courier-Journal.
time because it weakens th· system and
lays tbe sufferer open to attack from
Imagination.
other diseases. Wet feet, sudden changes
"Robert" said the teacher to a small
in temperature and sleeping uncovered
at night cause many children's colds in pupil, "can you tell me what Imaginasummer.
Foley's Honey and Tar Com- tion is Γ

with the regular "over and over
Besides
you use the buttonhole stitch.
being infinitely more lasllng, this stltob
produces a very attractive fffeot. It is
especially desirable when silk thread Is

><<

even-

An

for

V.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

village and farm prophigh grade bonds for sale.

business.

MAINE.

las' Supplies

Reai Estate
and Securities
I have both

A young

other

Λ

tltlon for I'cerse to sell and convey
presented by Sldnev H. McAllister.
first
Alvln Swift of I'arls, ward
account presented for allowance by Κ

Kinsale was greater hi the past
than now, for we read that "of all the
Irfeh i>orts it wat the best situated for
with France and that In
intercourse
ten similar letters.
Foley Kidney Pills the town Marlborough found α thouare tonic in effect and act promptly.—A.
sand barrels of wheat and eighty pipes
E. Shnrtleff Co., S. Paris.
of claret."—I^ondon Spectator.

Instead of the ordinary wooden frame·
pound gives
atretching and drying the children'· E. Shurtleff

C. E. TOLMAN

PYTHIAN

BRAKEMAN WAS CURED

F. A. Wootsey, Jacksonville, Texas,
writes: "I was down with kidney trouble
and rheumatism; had a backache all
I
the time and was tired of living.
took Foley Kidney Pills and wu thoroughly cured." Thousand· bave writ-

elderly woman, who was extremely
stout, was endeavoring to enter a street
preparation of
aplendld car
when tbe conductor, noticing her
ralny-dav amusement for the children of
aaid to her:
a household, while the convalescent difficulty,
"Try sideways, madam ; try sideways."
patients greatly appreciate tbem.
The woman looked up breathlessly and

WIRK

30 33

South Paris,

"As I went away she pointed to the
that I had made on the carpet and said, "The next time you come
to propose to me I want you to wipe
your shot's oli'nu:"-~I>or Gw-kkasteu.

footprints

Rheumatism, acbea and pains, too free
perspiration of strong odor and other
symptoms are warning that tbe kidneys
need help. Foley Kidney Pills make
the kidneys strong and active.—Α. Ε
Shnrtleff Co., S. Paris.

used.

General Insurancel

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST FENCE IN THE WORLD.

"Yes, she rejected me, but she did it
In a most encouraging way."
"How was that?"

lt

,,

■'

cca

Great Men and Doubl··.
It Ls said that there is a French aoldier who is the living image of Napoleon I. Other instances have been
found of persons born many years
apart bearing a striking likeness to one
another. Mr. Winston Churchill is the
"double" of the Emperor Titus, at least
according to the bust of the latter at
the British museum. "Dion Bouci-

Hope.

κ.'1

Franklin Wharf, Portland, Μ

ceased;

.&

English inscription.'"

themselves, are closely related)
scant In Latin words and derivations.—New York American.

due lk>t>ton mo p. m.
II. A. CLAY, Superlnter

persons Interested In either of
hereinafter named :

'■Λ*.,*.jsfri*
J ■!.■■■<
¥>■*>
yr

signed by Burke, GibReynolds and others

a

MM..

To all

|

Telephone 132-11

Ά

,.,rf

PROBATE NOTICES.

South Paris, Maine.

Grand Trunk Station.

near

a. m

J<).3'J

·'>

the bearer of the missive, that be
would 'never consent to disgrace the
walls of Westminster abbey with an

peoples

make one feel

Hooks and eyes will etop dropplog off
continually if, Instead of sewing them on

g .-00

FARM WAGONS

spirit, but told Sir Joshuu Reynolds,

are so

POSTPONING OLD AGE
Overworked, weak or diseased kidneys

firm hooks and eves.

Village Corporation J

30tf

inches in height, |

we

GOLDSMITH,

L. A. BROOKS,
Assessors of South Parie

I.fTERHATIOSAL

We also have a new lot oi SARATOGA POTATO CHIPS,
I
a full line of SUNSHINE BISCUITS, NEW TURNER
CHEESE. Etc., Etc.

Shop

4

Steamships Calvin Austin and Gov. I>
Leave Portland Monday, Wednesday at.
lay at 5 <*) p. m. for Fastport, Lube,
John. Return leave St. Jonii Mondav, \\
ilay and Friday at 9.Ό0 a. m leave C
Koston Tuesday, Thursday and >ai.

lots of other things.

M. A. MILLETT,

lloston, leave North Side In'

sverydayatS p. m. Due New York
returning.

Same service

uccepted

man and English tongues grew up
Is
quite apart from the Latin. That
why the Scandinavian, Dutch, German
and English languages (which, like the

TWO COMMON SUMMER AILMENTS

UTILIZING riCTURK POST CABDS.

Krom

Samuel Johnson, reamend the epitaph to
Oliver Coldsinith in Westminster abbey and suggesting that It be written
in English and not in Latin. Johnson
the 'round robin' in a kindly

Languages.
The French, Spanish, Italian and
Portuguese languages (known as the
"romance" languages) are offshoots of
the old Latin and are to a considerable
extent founded upon it, while the Ger-

"I bad an adventure the

In these days when picture post-cards
accumulate so rapidly that there is soon
"oo place to put them" a good plan Is to
take two and paste them together so that
no writing shows, and then, when agoodWe have a hearse which has been xized boxful has been collected, send
them to a hospital.
Hospitals welcome
used in our village for some few years, them because they oan be eternised,
nice double run·! whereas many gifts have to be octroyed
all in fine
through fear of infection. Also tbe
ners, all in extra
them form· a

we

guage is the one
bon, Sir Joshua
and sent to Dr.
questing him to

to try to remember. On his return at
night the anxious mother asked if he
had been a good boy. He replied emphatically that he had, clinchlug the
statement by nddlng :
"I only called granma an old devil
twice all day."—New York Poet

Less Ban ONE-HALF Value

| to

the

part

day

ENGLISH CREAM.

—AT—

THE BEST WIRE
FENCE MADE!

out-

Vw York.
Steamships Massachusetts an·* l!iu,k· m

Direct Between Boston and

IN ALL SIZES, PEANUT BUTTER, DATENUT
BUTTER, OLIVE BUTTER, SARDINES, and

"This device is said to have been
first used by the officials of the French
government as a means of making
known their grievances. The most celebrated 'round robin' In the English lan-

and

BOSTON A.\D POIITLAXK LISE.
Steamship* Bay stale ami Hansom I! h
r
Leave Franklin wharf, Portia η I, veek ·>.,«
itOOp.m. Sundays 9:00 p. m. Returning, ],.4Ve
lloston week <lay» and Sundays at Τ ■■
METROPOLITAN LI\K.

JAPANESE CRAB MEATS, TUNA FISH, OLIVES

Tfce Round Robin.
William Henry P. Fyfe In "Five
Thousand F wets and Fancies" says
that round robin Ls the name given to a

grandmother In the next street he was
implored by his mother to behave himself proi>erly, and especially not to indulge In bad language. lie promised

one

SOUTE PABIS, MAINE,
FOB

TONGUES, DEVILED HAM, SLICED BACON,
SLICED DRIED BEEF, LOBSTER-, SHRIMPS,

—London Mall.

sal-

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE.

Steamships Northland and North Star. Lt»v»
franklin wharf, Portland, Tuesday, Tln.r-,'4y
Also Mou lay Γ
in>l Saturday at &3U p. m.
i. m. for New York.

We have all kinds of CANNED FOODS, L'JNCH

the reply.
"You seem to have taken α great interest in the play," was Miss Lane's
next remark, as she began to show
signs of moving off.
"Well, you see," said the quiet little
man apologetically, "I wrote it."
The stranger, whose name she had
not caught, was James Matthew Burrie.

was

Thousands of bay fever and asthma
victims who are not able to go to tbe
mountains And relief in Foley's Honey
aud Tar Compound. It allays tbo inflammation, soothes and heals raw and rasp
stroyed.
ing bronchial tubes and helps to overTRIPLK88 HEELS.
come difficulty in breathing, and makes
If you wear rubber-heels, cut the cor- sound, refreshing sleep possible.—Α. Ε
ners off with a sharp knife, and there Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.
will be no danger of your ever catching
"Where," said tbe land agent, addressyour heel in your skirt, and tripping.
ing an audience of possible purchasers,
UNIQUE TBAY FOR AN INVALID.
"where eUe on tbe face of the globa will
In case of sickness, a drop-head ma- you flod in one place copper, "tin, iron,
chine pushed up close to the bed, with cotton, hemp, grain, game
A voice replied: "In the pockets of
the cover turned beck over the bed,
makes a good stand (or the Invalid tray. iny youngest son."

a «ketch and description ma?
au
quickly a«certain our o|*utou free whether
liiTo.'itlon I· probably pat «liable. Communications strictly conQdeutlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
lent free, oldest aaency for securing patent*.
Patents taken tbrouk'h Mann A Co. receive
tfteial not lei, without charge, la th«

Anyone sending

the

was

HI· Beat.
A email boy, who had been allowed
to run much in the streets, had so improved his opportunities that before he
was five years old it was commonly
said by the neighbors that he swore
like a little pirate. Parental discipline
did not avail to break him of the habit
when he was to visit his
One

and vapors entirely harmless to humane
will soon fill the air, drawing the pests
from their hiding places. Those up high
should be killed with a swatter; the
others will be overcome by the fume·,
and need eimply to be swept up and de-

Design·
Copyrights Ac.

....

opened

it"
"I suppose," continued Miss Lane,
"that you saw it when it waa produced
at the Hayraarket?"
"Yes, 1 saw It there more than once,"

ing," said Miss Autumn, to a neighbor
TO KILL MOSQUITOES.
"It wu quite
on whom she was calling.
If you are troubled with mosquitoes dark, and I saw a strange man just ahead
get some pyrethrum at a drug utore. of me, and I ran until I was nearly exPour out a saucerful of this, add a hausted."
"And did the man get away from
spoonful of alcohol, and let It stand in
the room.
Shut doors and windows; you?" asked Willie, who was listening.

Patents

High grade and

HOofiNG

very low

quite crestfallen.

Discoveries.

OVER 66 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

£VERLASTlC

a

waistcoats and went on with his

__

South Paris.

At

caetoff vests, which Increased the
vos of laughter, for as Wright
getting thinner Paul grew fatter
fatter.
Wright, seeing himself
done, kept on the remainder of

SLEEPLESS NIQHTS 4 NEGLECTED MEALS
These are the penalties of Dyspepsia, InillReetlon anil other ftomach trouble*. Restore your
rut and appetite with
The safest, sur—^
U Γ] I
est, and epeedl.
£\ ■*
^
v
est relief for all
INDIGE6TION et machllle. No

MACHINES.

and

remonstrance or petition signed by a
waistcoat, which caused uproarious
in a cirBut as number of i>ersous, generally
audience.
the
among
laughter
cular form, so as to avoid giving promone
of
himself
relieved
he
fast as
inence to any single name. He continwaistcoat Paul Bedford, the second
ues:
the
gravedlgger, Incased himself in

Stir a rounding tablespoonful of cornstarch with cold water to a smooth coo
*istency, pour on one cup of boiling
water and atir until tbe whole ia boiling;
add half a cup of sugar, then cover and
let cook fifteen minutes. Beat two yolks
•if eggs; gradually beat in half a cup ol
sugar and a fourth teaspoonful of aalt,
then stir into the hot mixture; let cook
until the mixture ia light and puffy, thee
beat in a teaspoonful of butter and tbe
jnice of one lemon and use to fill pastry
cases; i.e., flaky pat>try baked over inverted patty pans.
Cover tbe filling
with meringue; for this, use the two
whites of eggs left over and prepare as
above.

Scald

condescendingly

him

Buffoonery In "Hamlet·"
The buffoonery once tolerated in provincial theaters Is illustrated in an anMelt two squares of chocolate; add
set forth in the memoirs of Barone-fourth a cup, eaoh, of sugar and ecdote
who was the first
water and atlr until smooth and bol I i up ; ry Sullivan. Wright,
then add one cup and a fourth of sugar gravedtgger, prepared himself to take
and one-fourth a cap of boiling water the house by storm by having Incased
and let cook to 244°'F. Pour In a fine his person within a dozen or more
stream on the whites of twoegga, beaten waistcoats of all sorts of shapes and
very light, beating constantly meanwhile;
When about to commence
return to the fire over boiling water and patterns.
of digging the grave for
atlr constantly until the froa'ing thick- the operation
to unens a little; let cool in oold water; add the fair Ophelia Wright began
wind by taking off waistcoat after
the marahmallows and vanilla.

Portland, Me.

a

conversation by saying she hoped he
liked the play.
"Yee," answered the stranger quietly,
"I've no very grave faulta to find with

FROSTING.

CHOCOLATE

pint of milk; sift together
several times half a cup, each, of flour
and augar and one-fourth a teaspoonful
of salt; dilute with a little of the hot
milk, mix, then stir into the rest of the
hot milk; continue to stir until the mixture thickens, then cover and let cook
Beat two eggs; add
fifteen minutes.
00
n a u eea
Δ Ρ ^U L F ^
one-fourth a cup of sugsr and beat again;
MrowLCO
crump», no after
effect because It contains no narcotic Trial size 'hen stir into the hot mixture, continue
25c. Regular box 30c.
ό stir until the egg is cooked, tbon cool,
Emll Sykora, Distributor, 24 &, 38
SO 33 flavor and use.
Murray St., It. T.

SEWING

later, the manager
small, delicate looking man
up to her in the wings she smiled upon
brought

All-the-Way-by- Water

Picnic and
Lunch Delicaciesl

Into her presence.
When, a little

title thuu the governor of New York.
Every governor of the state has been
content with that. Address him so In
letter or In speech and you are right
Decorate him with an '^excellency" or
The
an "honor" and you are wrong.
governor of Massachusetts la Hla Excellency by warrant of the constitution
of 1780, but he is the only excellency
we have In America.—New York Sun.

ACADEMY,

given at bedtime,
morning before the child eats
breakfast, will show whether or

Misa Lane supposed that It woa a reon a local paper who desired an
Interview, and she wearily gave permission for the visitor to be brought

Bolster Co ■»

Dayton

Ν.

porter

executive of this commonwealth other

MOTHER WROTE

explain how.

You may be the

Cream half » cap of batter;beat io one
cap of aagar, then a little milk from half
a cop, then half a cup of sugar and the
reat of the milk. Sift together two cnp·
and one-fonrtb of sifted flour, one-fourtb
a teaapoonful of soda and three-fourths
a «lightly rouuding teaapoonful of cream
of tartar. Beat the white· of five eggs
dry. Add a little of the whites to the
batter-mixture, then the floor and rest of
Bake io
the white·. Beet thoroughly.
a pan lined with battered paper about
The paus should be
half an boar.
13x8 1-2 inches, or Its equivalent. Cover
with chocolate frosting, through which,
when ready to apread, from one-fourth
to one-half a pound of freah marshmalFlavor
Iowa cut in quarters are stirred.
with vanilla.

READ WHAT ONE

these famous
cabinets. Come in and

one

LOW EHOSTING.

[ASTERN STEAMSHIP LIS

GO TO

M# Had Imd the Play.
While acting 1b Sir Jamea Barrle*·
play, "The Llttie M lu le ter," at a suburban theater Misa Grace Lane waa
told at the end of the first act that a
gentleman, whose name she did not
catch, would tike to epeak to her.

Τh· Pmldimfr Thk
In api te of our traditions and our pretences Americans dearly love a title.
It's u fair guess that a larger part of
the mall that goes to the White House
le addressed to "His Excellency" or
"Hie Eminence" or "Hla Honor." Ae
α matter of fact hie title la The President of the United 8 ta tea. That la title
bo great that the fathers decided that to
add to It would be to detract from It
The fathers were wise. Taking their
cue from the federal practice the constitution makers nor the statute makers of New York ever gave the chief

When he sailed for India and his chambers were cleared there were found
between fifty and sixty strops, hacked
into stripe and splinters, and Innumerable razors in every stage of disrepair.
CUSTARD ΓΙΕ.
At one time he hurt his hand and had
to go to the barber. After the operaBeat four eggs; add three-fourths a
tion he asked the charge. "Oh, what- cup of eugar and half a teaspoonful of
ever you usually give the person who •«alt and beat again; add two cups and a
shaves you." was the answer. "In that half of milk and mix thoroughly; turn
and set
case." said Macaulay, "I should give into a plate lined with pastry
into a well-heated oven; as soon as the
you a great gash on either cheek."—
crust begins to color a little, lower the
London Mirror.
heat of the oven to avoid boiling the custard. The pie is baked, when the custard
Th« Alpaca.
is firm in the center.
In spite of attempts to introduce the
LEMON QUEENS.
alpaca Into countries away from Its
a
half
Beat
cup of butter to a cream;
has
attended
native habitat, failure
beat in one cup of sugar, then
them. It is rarely found below an al- gradually
the beaten yolks of four egg·, the grated
titude of 5.000 feet. Its wool Is of an rind of a lemon and two
tablespoonfuls
ex<vedingly fine luster and quality and of lemon juice. Sift together one cup
occasionally attains a length of els and a fourth of sifted flour and oneinches.
fourth a teaapoonful of aoda; beat this
into the first mixture, then, lastly, beat
in the whites of four egga beaten dry.
Bake in small pans (about fifteen pana
Hebron, Main·.
will be needed). Frost the top of each
Nine Buildings
Forty Acres
cake with boiled icing and sprinkle with
STTRTF.VAIfT HOME—One of the most chopped pistachio nuta (green).
beautiful residences for girl» In New England.
ATWOOD IIALL—A modern home for boys.
LITTLE LEMON PIES, WITH MERINGUE.
Exhilarating air. Wholesome food. Pure
Beat half a cup of butter to a cream;
spring water. College preparatory. General
Domestic science. Address
course».
beat in one cup of augar, then
Principal. gradually
WM. e. SARGENT, Lltt. O.,
the
beaten yolka of three egga and the
28-33
jnice of one lemon; laatly, beat in tbe
white of one egg beater light bat not
dry. Bake in small tina lined with pastry. Whin cooled a little cover with α
meringue made by beating the whites of
two egga dry, then gradually beating in
Mothers cannot always tell why one-fourth a cup of granulated sugar.
their children are fretty, feverish and Bake tbe meringue in a very moderate
restless, but if worms are suspected oven. Dredge the top of the meringue
it is wise to find out at once. A small with granulated sugar before baking.
dose of "L. F." Atwood's medicine
LESS EXPENSIVE.
and another in the LITTLE LEMON PIKS,

Have you taken advantage of
these reduced prices? If not,
the Store of

COLUMN.

HOMEM

Chin·'· Great River.
AXEES1
The Yangtze *iang, or Yangtie rtrer,
la
far
and
le as long as tne Mississippi
OonrngomOtam oa topic· of laMnat to the ladle·
of comU MÛCltB(Ï7Ad<li«M : Editor HomiiliM'
more Important as a highway
Colukb. Oxford Democrat, South Pari*. Mo
of
ShangProm the great port
meree.
hal as far Inland ua the Important city
Recipes.
the
of Ilankow, a distance of tiUO mile·,
Yangtze Is navigable for ocean going
this
vessels. For the greater portion of
WHITE CAKE, CHOCOLATE MAB8HMALand
distance the river la very broad,

Norway,

CO.,

Maine.

«I Don't Feel Good"

That is what a lot of people tell us.
Usually their bowels only need cleansing.

^e«ag&(3tdeigistt,
will do the trick and make you feel fine.
We know thia poeitively. Take on·
tonight Sold only by us, 10 oenta.
Chaa. H. Howard C*

FRANK M. GRAY. MANAGER.

σ.

χα.
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Commissioners' Notice.

TOLMAN

:
July 20. A. I>. WIS
We, the underslirned, having been duly *i
olnted by the llotu.r.blc Addison K. Herri. ►.
mlge of Probate within and for s.ld ( ii'tv.

( IXVOBII, 88

AGENT FOR

Edison Diamond Disc I
Penley,
County, l'cecated,
Phonographs and
reptcsented Insolvent, hereby give
agrreaby
Probate,
udge
Records.
1915,
July 20tb,

A fine selection of Records
in stock. Come in and
1 isten to them.
i
1 ilways

I ^thiin Block, South

Paris,

ommlslo. ers to ncelve and decide u|N>n th·
i»t.
lalms of the creditor* of J. Almon
whose e-t t.
f
« Parla In said
a* been
ublle notice
to the order of the -a- I
tif
that six months from an 1
fter
A. D.
have been allow»· ! to
lid creditors to present and prove their (WW·
ns
ml that wc will attend to the duty asslirnc
t the law ο<Β·?β of Walter L Gray In S· n h
arts Village, Paris, Ma'ne. on W. dncrday.
mber 1st, Ial5, and on Wednesday, January
!th, A. D. WIS, at ten of the clock, In the fort·
aon of each of aal.l days.
WAI.TEB I,. OKAY.
J. HASTINGS BEAN,

Me.1,.

ΊΙ

ComiuUsloner»

